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TOM BERRY/Ledger A. limes

Motorists pass by a school crossing sign along Ky. 280 on Wednesday near East Calloway County
Elementary School where Kentucky State Police plan to stake out the area around the school to gather
information and issue citations for violation of speed limits and other safety laws.

Forum
on MSU
tuition
planned
Friday
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
Murray Suite students pay
the tuition bills, so they're getting a chance to offer input as
well as learn about the university's financial situation during a
forum later this week.
Students are invited to the
forum at 2:30 p.m. Friday at the
Curris Center
Theater. It's a
week before
the university's governing
body takes up
the issue.
The MSU
of
Board
Regents are
to
expected
Dunn
discuss tuition
and fee increases as well as
other budget matter at its Feb.
23 meeting.
on
Council
The
Postsecondary Education has
set maximum increases for universities. Regional universities
like Murray State can hike tht.
rates up to 9.5 percent mg/AIL

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
An e-mail exchange between long-time Racer
School Children
supporter and top gubernatorial adviser Robbie
&
Vehicle
Rudolph and ex-Murray State University athletic
director E.W: Dennison from more than 17 months
Accidents
According to KSP
ago has prompted the decision to expand a lawsuit
data, 7,933 chilagainst Dennison to include Rudolph.
dren between the
Former Murray State President King Alexander
of seat belts and safety harnesses for chilage of 6-12 were
By TOM BERRY
cited the same e-mail in a recent memo to the unidren.
involved in vehicle
Staff Writer
versity's regents about why they shouldn't settle a
East Calloway Principal Karen Crouch
the
out"
in
"stake
to
collisions
plan
Police
State
Kentucky
against
lawsuit Dennison brought
she was not aware of any accidents or
said
and
in
2006.
state
Elementary
Calloway
East
near
280
Ky.
the university because he believed
originating from or around the
complaints
resulted in
the
Injuries
in
schools
other
seven
roadways around
he was wrongfully transferred
1,879 of those
the next three months school, but is pleased that KSP officials have
during
area
One
Post
from his AD post.
incidents and chilin an effort to enforce speed limits and alle- chosen the area for the project.
The legal saga involves two
ntiere's no problem that I know of, but
dren accounted for
viate other.potendal traffic threats to chiluits that are
currtnt tevels.
we have been chosen,- she mad. "1 think
21 of the 985 per •
dren.
is
*terminal-4mi Aellitilirs
sons killed. KSP
MSU President Dr. Randy
KSP Trooper Barry Meadows, public they're just gathering data to see if there
peo- Dunn said he and other adminAlexander's decision in September
Post 1 officials
affairs officer for KSP Post One in Mayfield, any speeding or crashes on this road or
remind drivers to
2004 to transfer Dennison from his
istrators will present general
said in a new release Tuesday that the effort ple not wearing their seat belts."
reduce speed
The dqta-collection phase of the program information about the pressures
athletic director job to a corporate
is part of the P.A.S.S. (Public, Awareness,
when passing
fund-raising role.
Safe Schools) program; a statewide effort to started Wednesday and will continue through on the budget and their line of
as
through school
Rudolph
In February 2005, Dennison
"secure Kentucky's future" through imple- March 13 at East Calloway. as well
thinking on how tuition fits into
zones and buckle
resigned and then sued Alexander
mentation of a school-zone safety campaign. Farmington Elementary in Graves County that.
belts.
State
seat
A grant from the Governor's Highway and South Livingston County Elementary
and the MSU Board of Regents for breach of con"We are going to indicate to
law also requires
Program is paying for the effort that and Livingston Central, Marshall and Fulton them at that meeting what we're
Safety
tract and defamation. The judge's
to place
drivers
Marshall
North
schools,
High
County
will initially involve uniformed state police
decision to dismiss the breach of
looking at as a likely request for
children under 40
officers in unmarked cars armed with radar Middle School and Carlisle County schools. the board of regents," Dunn
contract portion and leave only a
inches tall in
The second phase of the program will
guns tracking the speed of vehicles and
couple defamation claims against
approved childbegin March 4 and end April II. The third said."We'll share with them the
zones.
school
in
violations
other
recording
being
is
personally
Alexander
restraint seats.
assumption that led us to that
However in March patrol officers will
appealed.
violate
that
those
to
tickets
issuing
begin
Then in October 2005, MSU
II See Page 3A
speed laws as well as laws regulating the use III See Page 2A
Director of Equal Opportunity
Annazette Fields sued Dennison as
well as James Butts and C.M.
Baker. claiming Dennison recruitDennison
ed his friends to write the regents
letters mentioning a 2000 sexual harassment claim
Fields made against him that hadn't been publilin soloist with numerous orchestras
Staff Report
cized. Fields' complaint centers on the retaliation
including the Louisville, Nashville,
Conklin,
Scott
Dr.
native
Murray
resulting from a harassment incident that Fields
a noted violinist and an assistant and Berlin Symphony Orchestras.
alleges occurred when Dennison entered her
professor of Violin at the University He was a first place winner of the
Indianapolis, Ind., hotel room during a business trip
National
Teachers
Iowa's Division of Performing Music
of
May 16, 2000, and attempted to take sexual liberties
at its School of Music, will per- Association competition and he was
Arts
with her against her will.
form in concert Sunday at 2:30 p.m. a featured artist at the 2004 MTNA
At that time, Field's husband, Eddie, worked as
reguat Murray State University's Lovett National Conference. Conklin
the women's basketball coach under Dennison's
larly performs as a soloist, chamber
being
is
concert
The
Auditorium.
oversight. Fields has since divorced and she now
held to honor the late Jan Wilson, musician, and orchestral player. He
uses McCane as her last name.
who served for many years on the also teaches pre-college violin at
In a motion filed Monday in U.S. District Court
Murray Civic Music Association The Preucil School of Music in
in Paducah, Fields' attorney Ted Lavit of Lebanon,
Iowa City, Iowa.
board of directors.
Ky., says Rudolph conspired with Dennison and the
Conklin has appeared on a wide
Wilson
the
of
friend
longtime
A
other defendants in a way that discredited and
of concert series and college
variety
Jan
knew
"I
noted,
Conklin
family,
humiliated Fields in her MSU employment. The
campuses throughout the country.
church
fellow
friend,
dear
my
as
conduct, according to the amended lawsuit, negamember and extended family mem- Recent performances have included
tively impacted Fields' ability to
She was there for me in so City College of New York,
ber.
work with members of the univerPhoto provided
moments of my life, and I Oklahoma State University, the
many
sity's administration and governhope I gave her as much as she gave University of Michigan, University Wilson family friend Dr. Scott Conklin will perform in concert Sunday
ing board.
me. I say the latter because Jan was of Cincinnati-Conservatory of in honor of the late Jan Wilson, shown above with her husband, Dr.
Rudolph is a long-time friend
always the caretaker for everyone Music, Texas Tech University,
Bill Wilson.
of Dennison's and a former presiaround her and she never, ever Eastern Illinois University, the
short, I have known the Wilson famdent of the Racer Foundation,
Jan's gifts are here University of Texas at Austin, the cian Barry Green's presentation on
giving.
stopped
ily since I was three years old," he
which helped manage private
Music."
of
Indiana
"Mastery
Evansville,
of
University
on
go
in the present and they will
added.
the
to
went
donations to MSU athletics. A
he
said
at
Conklin
University
University-Purdue
forever."
Roger Reichmuth, past-president
with
Co-Op
Murray businessman, he's also
Pre-school
the
University,
Murray
Miami
Indianapolis,
out
stands
•
He said each memory
MCMA and retired MSU music
of
of
son
eldest
the
running for lieutenant governor on
Wilson,
and
Arlington
Richard
at
Texas
of
to him and he is grateful for every University
Alexander
and development director,
re-election
educator
Fletcher's
they
and
Ernie
Wilson,
Gov.
an appearance on the Brave New Dr. Bill and Jan
single one.
speak briefly in her memoalso
will
of
closest
the
became
ticket and works as the governor's executive cabinet
honoring
immediately
Series
Concert
Works
"I will be playing every single
ry, it was reported.
secretary.
note for Jan, and I have no idea what Pulitzer Prize winning composer friends.
conspired
defendants
Wilson advanced this mission of
the
that
helped
both
mother
Fields "alleges
my
and
Mich.
"Jan
Arbor,
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in
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with my violin, he remarked.
Conklin has performed as a vio- City, Mo., following author/musi-

State police to check speed,
safety near East Calloway

Violinist's music to honor 'dear friend' Wilson
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•'Friend' Wilson ...
From Front
and the Music Department of
the Murray Woman's Club, of
which she was a member, by
organizing the attendance of
students from regional schools
at children's concerts, it was
reported.
On Sunday at 1:30 p.m.,
approximately one hour prior
to the concert, a copper water
wall fountain will be dedicated in Wilson's memory in the
lobby of MSU's Waterfield

GREG TRAVISiLedger & Times

fAESSAGES FROM THE HEART: Students in Karen Kelso's
first grade class at North Elementary School read and
exchanged Valentine's cards Wednesday Pictured are from left,
Abby Smith, Sydney Mayfield and Morgan Litchfield

said.
Brockway,
Gary
Dr.
Provost of MSU, will lead the
dedication ceremony and will
highlight Wilson's outstanding
contributions to Murray State
University.
Also speaking will be
Kathy Kopperud, a personal
friend of Wilson's and the current Tn Sigma chapter advisor.
She will be speaking of
Wilson's many contributions
to the community and to the
sorority,
Sigma
Tri

Library. The Renaissance for
Library
Knowledge
Committee and Tri Sigma
Sorority will dedicate the
fountain. Wilson was a member of the committee and advisor to the sorority.
Jennie Rottinghaus of
Murray State University's
Office of Development noted
that the fountain will be located in the lobby to the left of
the front entrance. The fountain will be visible to anyone
passing by the library, she
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Rottinghaus added.
Representatives
of the
Wilson family are also scheduled to be present for the dedication.
"Renaissance for Knowledge
is the name of the library committee formed a few years ago
to help with the revitalization of
Waterfield library. According to
Dr. Laurence Zaporozhetz,
Dean of University Libraries at
MSU, these renovations have
included a new computer lab
with 44 new computer stations,
compact shelving on the lower
floor, new carpeting, new paint
and many other "behind the
scenes" projects such as
rewiring, etc.." Rottinghaus
explained.
The committee was comprised of MSU alumni, as well
as faculty, staff and students.
Wilson was an active member
of this committee and she was in
charge of the students on the
committee. She advised them,
helped them with fundraising
projects, and hosted them in her
home for dinner on different
occasions. Several members of
Sigma Sigma Sigma (both
active and alum) were also
members of the committee, so
they wanted to help with this
special memorial in honor of
Wilson, she added.
-The fountain was specially
designed by an artist named
Nayer Kazemi in California.
She specializes in -water an."
This fountain will be one-of-akind - just like Jan. It will be
approximately five feet tall and
will be made of copper which
will reflect the light rays from
both inside the library and from
the outside window. Water will
flow freely down from the top
of the fountain, creating a
peaceful, rippling effect. We
hope that students will find the
fountain area a beautiful, calming place in the library to study
or just to relax for a few minutes. Jan loved working with
students, so this is truly a tribute
to her strong relationships with
so many of them," Rottinghaus
said.
Funds for the fountain were
originally solicited only from
pan Helfenk Members who
attended MSU at the same time
as Wilson. However, as word of
the project spread, friends, family members, church members,
local physicians and many others asked to contribute. -It was
truly a community effort," she
remarked.
"Jan was such a special person. She was a friend to everyone who knew her, including
me. It has been an honor to work
on this project, but it has been
very emotional, too, because we
all miss her so much. Her family has been extremely helpful to
me in planning this dedication,"
Rottinghaus said.
The concert is being sponsored by the MCMA. Tickets
are $10 and can be purchased at
the door or by membership in
the association.
Conklin's
collaborative
pianist for the concert will be
Alan Huckleberry. his colleague
at the University of Iowa School
of Music. Huckleberry is an
assistant professor of piano pedagogy and collaborative arts
who holds degrees from the
conservatories of Karlsruhe and
Cologne (Germany). as well as
from
the
University
of
Michigan(MM,DMA).
Conklin's concert program
includes Beethoven's Spring
Sonata. Camille Saint-Sans'
Sonata #1 in D- for Violin and
Piano, and Sonata for Violin and
Piano by Kevin Beavers.
He will also offer a master
class in violin for Murray State
University students on Monday
to further honor Wilson's devotion to supporting young people's music education.
For
see
information,
MCMAweb.org or call 7530224.
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and final phase of the operation
will begin April I I and end on
May 8.
The final phase will again
involve data-tracking efforts.
The data collected will be used
to complete an analysis to determine the effectiveness of "high
visibility" enforcement action.
Meadows said priority was
given to school zones located
where the standard speed limit
is 55 mph before and after flashing school zone lights drop the
speed limit to 35 mph or lower.
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Calloway Circuit Court
• Tamika Bonds, 24, of Jackson. Tenn., was given a seven-year
prison sentence Monday that will be probated as long as she
meets the courts conditions for second-degree robbery, seconddegree burglary and theft by unlawful taking more than $300
Along with two others, Bonds, who used to live in Murray, was
indicted in August 2005 for a robbery a month earlier at an Essex
Downs apartment
• Chris Carney, 19, of Ky. 121 South in Murray, appeared Monday
from Calloway County Jail with his public defender Scott West for
an arraignment for his receiving stolen property more than $300
charge. He entered an innocent plea and is scheduled for a pretrial conference at 9 a.m. March 16.
• Matthew Duncan, 19, of Hardin, waived his arraignment and
pleaded innocent to first-degree possession of a controlled substance (cocaine) when he appeared in court with his attorney,
Bryan Ernstberger, on Monday. He is scheduled for a pre-trial
conferencie ala,a,m_March 16.
•Justin Fike, 18, of Kirksey, waived his arrai6nment and pleaded
innocent Monday to first-degree possession of a controlled substance (cocaine) and tampering with physical evidence when he
appeared in court Monday with a public defender. He is scheduled for a pre-trial conferende at 9 a.m. March 18.
• James Kemmerzell, 41, of New Concord, waived his arraignment and pleaded innocent Monday to first-degree trafficking in a
controlled substance, speeding 14 mph over and second-offense
possession of drug paraphernalia. He is scheduled for a pre-trial
conference at 9 a.m. March 16.
• Bruce J. Lennox, 32, of Coldwater Road in Murray, waived his
arraignment and pleaded innocent to receiving stolen property
when he appeared in court on Monday with public defender Scott
West. He is scheduled for a pre-trial conference at 9 am. March
16.
• Kenneth Thomas Lang, 38, of Neale Trail in Murray, waived his
arraignment and pleaded innocent Monday to first-degree possession of a controlled substance, second-offense possession of
drug paraphernalia, possession of marijuana and first-offense
possession of a legend drug (Brutal Sital Tylenol). He is scheduled tor a pre-trial conference for that case as well as a separate
matter in which he's charged with theft by unlawful taking less
than $300 on March 16.
—Information from court documents.

Corps of Engineers: Lake in Ky. may
have to be further lowered
RUSSELL SPRINGS, Ky.(AP) — Engineers may have to further lower a lake if some repairs to a leaky dam don't work, which
could cause a crunch at lakeside power plants and threaten drinking
water supplies, officials said Wednesday.
The Army Corps of Engineers said the water level on Lake
Cumberland next year might have to be reduced to 650 feet above
sea level to reduce the risk to Wolf Creek Dam, which holds back
the giant lake in southeastern Kentucky.
That would leave water intakes serving 200,000 people too high,
Gov. Ernie Fletcher said Wednesday. It might also mean East
Kentucky Power Cooperative's coal-fired plant next to the lake
would have to stop operations.
Sewer systems would also need to extend their discharge pipes to
make sure their treated sewage doesn't spill on dry land, The
Courier-Journal of Louisville reported.
Kevin Osbourn, spokesman for, East Kentucky Power, said the
Army Cocps reportecIgiat, the water- level would be lowered only if
grouting repairs don't work_
A phone call to Corps offices in Nashville went unanswered
Wednesday night. and e-mails to a spokesman were not immediately returned.
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WILL1ANISTOWN. Ky. (AP) — A northern Kentucky school
bus driver whose bus crashed last month, injuring 17 students, was
indicted Wednesday on drug charges.
A Grant County grand jury indicted Angelynna Young, 28, on
four drug counts plus assault and wanton endangerment. She pleaded not guilty when she was arraigned in Grant County Circuit Court
via closed-circuit television from the county jail, The Kentucky
Enquirer reported. Bond was raised from $25,000 to $50,000.
Police found cocaine, the prescription painkiller hydrocodone
and marijuana in her possession the day of the crash.
The school bus ran off the road Jan. 17 and hit a utility pole. All
17 students on the bus were injured, and the families of at least two
students have filed lawsuits against the school district and others.
One 12-year-old student, Cody Shively, remained hospitalized
Wednesday. Another student, 14-year-old Jacob Clise, spent II days
in the hospital. He has•a scar from the middle of his forehead to his
left eye and four titanium plates in his head. His nose was broken
and the tip cut off, and he is missing part of his left eyelid.

Judge vacates death sentence in
1983 slaying
LOUISNQLLE, Ky. (AP) — A federal judge threw out a
Kentucky Death Row inmate's sentence Wednesday, saying a doctor
unconstitutionally testified about information the inmate shared with
his attorney.
U.S. District Judge Jennifer B. Coffman ruled that Parramore Lee
Sanborn, awaiting execution for the October 1983 kidnapping, rape
and murder of Barbara Heilman in Henry County, should get a new
sentencing hearing.
Coffman said Dr. Victoria Skelton violated Sanborn's right to
attorney-client privilege by asking him about confidential conversations, then telling prosecutors and testifying about what she learned.
Skelton, a psychiatrist, examined Sanborn because he was claiming extreme emotional distress at the time of the murder.
Because Skelton asked Sanborn about the legal strategy he had
discussed with his attorney and shared the information with prosecutors, it violated Sanborn's right to have confidential conversations
with his attorney. Coffman wrote.
In summary, the court finds that Dr. Skelton's interrogation of
Sanborn regarding his meeting with his attorney, combined with her
questioning regarding his defense strategy amounted to an intrustion
into the attorney-client relationship." Coffman wrote in the 79-page
opinion

One injured in house explosion
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LOUIS LIE, Ky.(AP) — A man suffered third-degree burns in
an explosion in a south Louisville house, and investigators were trying to determine what led to the blast.
The man, who wasn't immediately identified, was taken to
University of Louisville Hospital after getting out of the house on
his own and was expected to survive. Buechel Station Fire Chief
Jonathon Youdis said.
Firefighters were called to the explosion at 4:25 p.m. EST, and
the fire was out about 2 1/2 hours later. Youdis said. Debris was
thrown more than 1(X) feet by the explosion.
"There isn't a brick left on this house," he said.
The explosion was caused by natural gas, Youdis said. Fire investigators were trying to find out how the gas ignited, but finding the
exact cause could take a couple of days, the chief said. He said there
was no Immediate indication that the explosion was caused intentionally.

'ICE' JOB THERE: Chris Woods shovels his driveway in Florence, Ky., as ice coats branches on a tree in his front yard.

harassment against" Dennison, according to
the court document filed Monday.
"This is an attempt at extortion,"
Rudolph said in an interview this morning.
"The accusation is baseless and an abuse of
the legal system."
The original lawsuit specifically seeks $2
million and counsel fees for four separate
claims: violation of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, conspiracy to obstruct justice, conspiracy to deprive of rights or privileges and
intentionally publishing false statements.
Evidence discovered since the original
lawsuit was filed includes information from
depositions taken in Dennison's case against
Alexander and the university. Lavit, who is
a long-time friend and business partner of
Alexander's father, former MSU President
Dr. Kern Alexander, also cited portions of email exchanges from September 2005
between Rudolph and Dennison that talk
about the other lawsuit as well as Rudolph's
promotion to include executive secretary
duties in addition to his finance secretary
•
nseponsibilities.
The e-mail between the two friends started when Rudolph forwarded Dennison a
copy of a Lexington Herald-Leader article
about how Fletcher gave his finance secretary additional duties as his executive cabinet secretary. Dennison responded with his
congratulations and preceded to update
Rudolph, who has loaned Dennison
$250,000, on the lawsuit against the university and Alexander, including the decision to
move the case from a Frankfort courtroom
to Paducah.
He talks about two of his attorneys. Gary
Haverstock and Harold Hurt, being friends
with the judges.
"'The university fought hard to keep this
from happening,— Dennison wrote to
Rudolph. "It will hurt pretty boy's image
down here more than it would in Frankfort
and plus we will have a better chance of

request...
• Dunn's philosophy includes
trying not to increase the rate by
the maximum allowed. Next
week regents will vote on the
specific amount.
"That's a huge piece of our
revenue, of course, so once the
board approves that we'll have
a better idea of what else we
need to do with the budget,"
Dunn said of tuition.
Meanwhile, State Auditor
Crit Luallen released a review
Wednesday that says skyrocketing tuition may be jeopardizing
the state's push to increase the
number of college graduates.
Specifically, the review by
auditors in Luallen's office
found that enrollment of fulltime college students in
Kentucky has grown by only 10
percent since 1998 and has fallen by 900 since 2003.
With rising tuition costs,
auditors recommend reducing
those rates for in-state students
and increasing financial aid to
low-income students. Tuition
has increased from an average
$2,424 a year at the state's public universities to $5,522,
roughly 128 percent over the
past eight years. according to
the review.
The Associated Press contributed to this story.

•
•
•
how he may have to bring out the harast
winning.—
Dennison also mentions discussing sonic ment allegation Fields made in 2000 again*,
decisions that need to be made. The e-mail Dennison, which had been confidential.
later from Rudolph talks about meeting to
With controversy continuing to brew, it's
discuss the plan. About this same time unclear how Fields' desire to includi.
Dennison was preparing to work for Rudolph in the retaliation allegation w.
Rudolph's tire company in Murray.
effect the settlement negotiations in
-That e-mail was a congratulatory e-mail defamation lawsuit. An agreement vv.
to my future boss for a promotion he expected to be reached later this month.
received," Dennison said in a written state"I am appalled that a past president wh&
ment to the Ledger & Times. "We both now resides in California is attempting tb
made reference as to what the figure would persuade this board to not settle a case thal
be for my salary because 1 was to start my has been devastating for Murray Stat&
employment with his company in a few University. This case could have been set:
days."
tied in November 2006 and should hav&
In his statement. Dennison also elaborat- been. King Alexander prevented this front
ed on the e-mail references to the trial.
happening," Regent Vickie Travis said in at;
"I was certainly happy that the case was interview. "This highly-publicized case hai
being moved out of Frankfort and back to disrupted and divided our university com:
west Kentucky because 1 wanted it heard in munity long enough. Thousand of taxpaK:
front of my peers. Also, it was going to be a ers' dollars have been spent. It is unprofe
lot more convenient for me and MSU," sional and inappropriate for Alexander's lee:
Dennison said. "I was also happy because ters to be leaked to the press.my local attorneys had practiced with and
Travis said the e-mail being referenced US
against the judges in cases over the years both cases is just one minor piece of inforand I waslimited ahem the mutual respect mation discovered through the 32 de
usenrialliikwitierieue-iikkouni"eitniew"
s-talten. Meanwhile, atae-:-Ialnibit
ty's attorneys actually clerked for one of suits have hindered the university co
these judges. All this meant was that both ty from moving forward and beyond thi.
parties were assured of a fair hearing."
rocky interim period with Kern Alexander al
Alexander interprets the e-mail a differ- the helm when his son left in January 2004
ent way.
to assume the presidency at California Stata
"... In my opinion, this lawsuit was University-Long Beach.
brofratht against you, the university and me
"There were numerous facts uncoverea
by Dennison for the simple and calumnious that had much more to do with the actual
purpose of using the judicial process with case. I continue to be overwhelmed with tha
the malicious intent of defamation to 'hurt knowledge that much of Alexander's infoi
pretty boy's image.' to splash a bunch of mation was misleading regarding our athle
mud on his image,' to get our money back,' ics department," Travis said. "The hiring
and 'more importantly we get the last King's father as our interim president
laugh,— Alexander told the regents in a his unprofessional behavior further compl
memo dated Feb. 8 that the Ledger & Times cated an already tenuous situation. It is
received anonymously in the mail Tuesday. opinion that more than one former emplo
In her deposition taken in July 2005, ee and numerous loyal alunmi have beeti
MSU Associate Vice President of Human dealt with wrongly. This case needs to
Resources Joyce Gordon talks about how settled as soon as possible so our universi
King Alexander told her about problems he can move forward."
•
was seeing in the athletics department and

Veterans Who Have Honorably Served
Their Country In Time of War or Peace.
To recogruze the contributions Kentucky Veterans have made to the liberty we enjoy: we are assigning grave spaces in Murray Memorial Gardens cemetery. As an honorably. discharged Veteran of the
United States Armed Forces, you may be qualified for Free Burial Space. However, you must register for this. You must be able to show proof of Honorable Discharge. There are a limited number of
Veterans spaces available. Certificates for spaces v..ill he issued on a first come, first serve basis_ To
assure reservations, clip & mail the registration below
Without obligation I would like to receive information on the following:
Veteran's Free Burial Site
Veteran and Spouse Burial Site
Veteran's Benefits Pamphlet and Family Record Guide
Emergency Crisis Guides
Name:
Address:
City:
Branch of Service:
Telephone:

Year Discharged:
Number in Family:

3223 US Hwy.641 N., Murray, KY
270-753-2654
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My lust reaction upon hearing that North Korea had
a.creed ii take steps toward nuclear disarmament was: not
.e,ram' Hadn't Pyongyang promised Jimmy Caner, during his
Ii is ised I )94 "peace" mission, that it would freeze its
lex weapon. program and dismantle existing nuclear
limes' Didn't North Korea break that promise? In 2(X1),
riadirt 'eeretar il State Madeleine Albright toasted the
Aral leader" Kim Jong II m Pyongyang only to be disappointed later Alien his dupheity as again
resealed' When oill these people realize
that communists lie'
Nov. comes the Bush administration's
aMMUIllatIllent 14 What appear`,
appears
to he a breakthrough. •Fhis tune things
might
might
he different especially
because the initial agreement does not rel y
solely
ss,ord or on I,. S. pressure
.AN outlined to me in a telephone eon%at' Deputy National Security
Thoughts Ads user J D CrouLh. this agreement is the
By Cal Thomas result ot pressure exerted hy Ilse countries
the I. nited .11.11es, ( 111141, Russia, Japan
Syndicated
Columrust
and Su Mal Kinc:i
xoiiicthiny Lritie, said
%Mild
happell CHM 1 said that KIIII
011,1 IICICI agree
sIS patIS 1.11k, alid that the Bush

But will they take him?
cumstances," Dobson said
last month on KCBI, a Dallas Christian radio station. "I
pray that we won't get stuck
with him."
McCain is trying hard to
avoid a repeat of the 2000
GOP presidential primaries in
which now-President Bush
mobilized Christian conservative activists to ultimately
sink McCain's campaign.
Prominent Christian leaders,
including Robertson and Falwell, opposed McCain in
2(XX), partly because they
didn't feel he was conservative enough on their issues.
"We've continued to reach
out to leaders in these very
important states and communicate the senator's record of
advocacy for conservative
causes," said Danny Diaz, a
spokesman for the McCain
campaign. "What we've seen
is a strong response and
support."
Contributing to McCain's
strained relations with religious conservatives was his
past criticism of the fundamentalist Christian college
Bob Jones University in
Greenville, S.C.. for its ban
on interracial dating. Political
activists associated with the
university helped defeat
McCain in the 2000 South
Carolina pnmary.
The school has since lifted the ban. McCain now
says he wouldn't turn down
an opportunity to speak
there.
He also has hired David
Reitrode, a veteran campaigner who organized evangelical
voters for the Bush/Cheney
campaign in 2004, to help
repair the damage.
McCain has made amends
with Falwell. He spoke at
Falwell's Liberty University
last spring. On Monday, Falwell and five other religious
leaders will host a "meet
and greet" for McCain at the
National Religious Broadcasters Convention in Orlando,
a big step, although
Falwell has been careful to
say it does not constitute an
endorsement.
But other efforts aren't
going as smoothly.
McCain has said he hopes
to patch things up with Dobson, but Dia-z wouldn't say
whether Dobson and McCain
have spoken. Dobson
declined a request for an
interview and a Focus on
the Family spokesman said
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McCain courting
conservative Christians

WASHINGTON (AP) —
To forgive is divine. To forget may be asking too much
of religious conservatives
when it comes to Sen. John
McCain.
The Republican presidential hopeful as working hard
to repair relations with conservative Christian activists,
whose support could be critical to winning the GOP
nomination But they remain
skeptical that he sincerely
shares their values.
While McCain has man.1, 1unnistranon viols inakinr a h4: mistake in not at L tuplIng
aged to pry open some of
KIM demand tor bilateral negotiations President Bush held
the doors that slammed shut
illAnd, so 1,1I, fii
slf
seillls to he v.orlsing
ii his rift with the right dur[mitt] '‘.1.1 the thIllese
111111e1I1 lit:S(111:N L f elht 101ing
his hid for the presidenpiessunng Pyongyang I
ea,.Ii ,111 uCieciltelit iii its nuclear
cy in 20(a), consersatives.
isi.quuis "I, nil he tells iii
qkiCi 1) ?..!et the energy,
hat iii
1,,unaintarian and other co month ,11,1 that has been promised. list of grievances against the
Arizona senator is substan'south Korea MUM LIat11111
NA 11 h
u fV.,41-pIlase pflviess that %tin
tial:
l'Aletey Agency
the 1""`""1"1
in"1"1"red
- - They are dubious about
t \
t. oi ding
('folk
viii get all 1111
his opposition to a federal
ii tranche of emergency liumanitar Ian and energy aid upamendment to ban gay marfront. hut they skill not i2et the ieniaintier unless they fully
riage McCain opposes same lc Lure and disable their nu, Icat plopains. uiu.luding uranium
sex
marriage, but says it
s- Iris linient
Phase one viii take
e os et the next 410 clays
should he regulated by the
Nollfl Korea has agreed It / stop the ufci.uti Of( 1 If and seal its
states
onghy
ink leat lea,. tor. ship the irttet dhoti oi arid seal
They still resent pastheir 'Out,intim' teprotessnu. In 'hoes Anti .tilou, the IAEA to
. in the McCain-Feingold
sage,
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campaign finance law. which
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Christian broadcasters say
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North Korea ... Again
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AP
Presidential hopefuls, Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton, 0-N.Y.,
left, and Sen. John McCain, R-Anz., talk while listening to
speakers at the National Prayer Breakfast in Washington in
this Feb. 1 file photo. McCain is working hard to repair relations with conservative Christian activists, whose support
could be critical to winning the GOP nomination.
Dobson had nothing more to
say about McCain.
Robertson also declined to
discuss McCain.
McCain's seeming aboutface with the Christian right
also has drawn criticism
from Democrats and eroded
his image that appealed to
swing voters in 2000.
In McCain's home state,
Rep. Trent Franks — a
staunch opponent of abortion
and gay marriage — has
split with the rest of the
Republicans in the Arizona
congressional delegation,
refusing to back the senator's
presidential bid. Instead, he's
supporting a long-shot GOP
candidate, Rep. Duncan
Hunter of California. whom
he calls an "unequivocal
social and fiscal conservative."
But McCain has at least
one thing going for him
with the religious right:
Christian leaders are also
wary of the other leading
GOP presidential hopefuls.
former Massachusetts Gov,
Mitt Romney and former
New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani.
Giuliani supports abortion
rights and gay rights. Romney has supported both in
the past, although he now
opposes abortion and gay

marriage.
With no clear social conservative among the top-tier
candidates, religious right
leaders like the Iowa Christian Alliance's Steve Scheffler
say they are now willing to
at least give McCain a
chance to explain himself.
That's a turnabout from
last April, when Schemer
told The Associated Press,
-There's no support for
McCain in this constituency."
Since then, McCain has
"made overtures to talk
about his record," Scheffler
said in a recent interview.
"In many cases, he has a
record conservatives would
feel comfortable with."
Rexrode, McCain's organizer among Christian conservatives, said that's the kind
of sentiment he's working
for.
Despite what Dobson and
others have said, when
McCain explains his conservative record on abortion,
the war in Iraq and federal
spending, "we're winning
people hand over fist,Resrode said.
"Being able to deliver that
message and talk about it is
really opening some eyes
about who the real Senator
McCain is," he said.
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Obituaries
Ross B. Smith 7
Ross B. Smith, 94, South 15th Street, Murray, died today,
Thursday, Feb. 15, 2007, at 5:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He was born March 15, 1912.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.

Leonard Schindler
Leonard Schindler, 84, Murray, died today, Thursday, Feb.
15, 2007, at 6:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.

Mrs. June Dick Taylor
Mrs. June Dick Taylor, 59, Middlesboro,
died Wednesday. Feb. 14, 2007, at 5:10 a.m.
at Middlesboro Appalachian Regional
Hospital.
A 1965 graduate of Calloway County High
School, she was a cosmetologist for 41 years
and was a member of Binghamtown Baptist
Church.
One brother, Elzie Dick, preceded her in
death. Born in Calloway County, she was the
Taylor
daughter of the late Ellis Dick and VeOpal
Boggess Dick.
• Survivors include one son, Chris Roach, Benton; one daugh.ter, Mrs. Angela Gaines, Harrogate, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Eva
Pale, Murray; four brothers, L.C. Dick and Willie Dick, both of
Murray. Rob Dick, Benton, and Rev. Dewey Dick, Hardin;
ihree grandchildren.
% The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Lindsey Funeral Home, 226 N. Fourth St., Paducah. Rev. David
13rasher will officiate. Burial will follow in the Hicks Cemetery
n Calloway County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m.
triday.

i

Daniel (Kayo) Mullen

Championship.
For 14 years, he was employed as head professional greens
superintendent at Poplar Meadows Country Club. of Union
City, Tenn., before returning to Paducah in 1974 to serve at
Paxton Park as_greens superintendent and then park director
until retiring in 1997. During those years he taught golf lessons
to many golfers including PGA Touring Professionals Kenny
Perry and Russ Cochran.
.
He was a member of the United States Marine Corps.
'Preceding him in death were his parents, Eddie Mullen and
Miami Marshall Mullen; one sister, Anna Pinnegar; and two
brothers, Charles Edward Mullen and George David Mullen.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Velva Richards Mullen, to
whom he had been married for 49 years; two daughters, Mrs.
Tammy Gingles and husband, Ralph. Murray, and Mrs. Tina
Gamble and husband, Tim, Hickory; one son, Daniel Ray
Mullen and wife, Penny, Paducah; an adopted daughter, Patricia
Ellen Thompson, Paducah; one sister, Mrs. Shirley Roberts and
husband, Randal, Symsonia; three brothers, Eddie Mullen Jr.
and wife, Jean, and Larry Thomas Mullen and wife, Jeanne, all
of Paducah, and James Paul Mullen and wife, Elke, Hudson,
Fla.; seven grandchildren. Sydney and Oliver Mullen, Matt,
Jenny and Julie Gingles, and Lindsay and Jamie Gamble; several nieces, nephews and cousins.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Milner
& Orr Funeral Home of Paducah. Rev. Terry Vasseur, Mark
Bryant and Rev. Robert Mullen will officiate.
Pallbearers will be John Gill, Larry Clark, Ricky Burton,
Gary Burton, James Cisco and Mark Bryant, active, and Willie
O'Bryan, honorary. Burial will follow in the Woodlawn
Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Relay for Life, c/o
Western Kentucky Hematology & Oncology Group. PSC. 225
Medical Center Drive, Suite 301, Paducah, Ky.. 42003, or
Paxton Park Capital Improvement Fund, P.O. Box 7624.
Paducah, Ky., 42001.
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Legal war erupts for control of Smith body
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FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
(AP) - Anna Nicole Smith's
death spiraled into a post-mortem
legal
Wedn-efatay,TRifti
judges on both coasts issuing mllags and a seemingly endless
parade of lawyers fighting for
control of the former Playboy
model's body.
At the end of the day, though,
the question of the fate of Smith's
remains was still unanswered and
a judge here said the dispute
could be lengthy.
"We're going to have hearings
-as many hearings as we need,"
Circuit Judge Larry Seidlin said
at the start of afternoon proceedings. "This is just a warm up."
Three people are seeking control of Smith's body-her longtime companion Howard K.
Stern, her estranged mother
Vergie Arthur and photographer
Larry Birkhead, who claims to
have fathered the starlet's 5month-old daughter, Dannielynn.
Stern claims he is executor of
Smith's will and wants to have
her buried next to her son in the
Bahamas; Arthur wants her
daughter buried in her home state
of Texas; and Birkhead simply
wants to ensure he can get another DNA sample from the corpse
to try and prove he is the father of
Dannielynn, who potentially
could inherit millions.
For now, though, Smith
remains at the Broward County
Medical Examiner's Office, and
Seidlin said she would stay there.
"This body belongs to me
right now," he said. "This body's
not leaving Broward County till I
make the ruling."
Smith, 39, died Feb. 8 after
collapsing at a hotel. She was a
Playmate of the Year and the
widow of Texas oil tycoon J.
Howard Marshall II, whom she
married in 1994 when he was 89
and she was 26. She had been
fighting his family over his fortune since his death in 1995.
On Wednesday morning, a
case filed by Birkhead prompted
a brief hearing before Circuit
Judge Lawrence Korda in the
court's family division. Koala
ordered Smith's body be temporarily retained by the morgue,
following an earlier ruling in
California.
But that California ruling was
undone later Wednesday when a
Los Angeles judge lifted the niling that the body be held.
Debra Opri, an attorney for
Birkhead, said in a statement
afterward that she was satisfied
DNA samples would be provided
by Florida authorities.
Opri has said Smith's DNA is
needed to connect her with
Dannielynn so no one could

Paid Obituaries
Mrs. Tommie Orr
A graveside service for Mrs. Tommie Ott
will be Friday at 2 p.m. at the Walked
Cemetery in Henry County, Tenn. Rev. Terryi
Wilson will officiate.
Active pallbearers will be Clint Paschall,
Russ Orr, Jamie On, Mark Hemphill, Tilman
Paschall and George Ligon. Honorary pallbearers will be Charles Paschall, Morris
Jenkins. Roy Paschall, Rickie Orr,
Kennylenkins and Danny Zuckscherit, all
deacons of North Fork Baptist Church. and
Clarence Paschall, Ray Paschall and Gervis

Orr

Paschall.
Visitation will be at Miller Funeral Home of Hazel from 5 to
8 p.m. today (Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hazel Relay for
Life. c/o Pat Latimer, P.O. Box 1080, Murray, Ky., 42071.
Mrs. On,92. Murray, formerly of Henry County, Tenn., died
Mrs. Lillie G. Powers
Tuesday. Feb. 13. 2007. at 6:45 a.m. at Spring Creek Health
The funeral for iklr, Lillie G. Powers will be today Care. (Thursday) at noon at St. Anthony Catholic Church,
She was a member of North Fork Baptist Church.
Owensboro. Burial will follow in the Resurrection Cemetery.
Her husband, Herbert Orr. three sisters. Beatrice Romey,
Owensboro. James S. Davis Funeral Home & Crematory, Seattle Hemphill and Delight Cannon. and three brothers, Bob
Owensboro, is in charge of arrangements.
Jurney. Jim Jurney and Dick Jurney, all preceded her in death.
Online messages of condolence may be made at www.davis- Born June 26, 1914, she was the daughter of the late Wrather
funeralhome.com.
Jurney and Ora Wade Jurney.
Mrs. Powers,65. Owensboro, died Sunday, Feb. II. 2007, at
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Linda Harding, one
Deaconess Hospital, Evansville. Ind.
granddaughter, Mrs. Kathy Ligon and husband, George, and
She was of Catholic faith.
one great-granddaughter, Kaylee Ligon, all of Murray; greatPreceding her in death were her husband, Sgt. Robert nephew. Mark Hemphill, Paris. Tenn.: two sisters-in-law. Mrs.
Gregory Powers, on Feb. 16, 1971; two sons, J. Gregory Powers Gladys Jurney, Illinois. and Mrs. Alberta Jurney, Jacksonville,
on Jan. 22. 2007. and Christopher Scott Powers: and one broth- Fla.

Daniel (Kayo) Mullen, 71, .Paducah, died
Tuesday, Feb. 13, 2007, it 3 p.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah. His death was from
cancer.
He was a member of Highland Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, where he served as an
Usher. He was a Class A member of Professional Golfers'
Association of America and a member of Southern Turfgrass
Association, where he served time as a director. He was a wellknown local golfer during his early years, playing and winning
in many area tournaments, including the West Kentucky
Amateur. He was a five-time runner-up in the Irvin Cobb

AP

er, Raymond Payne. Born Feb. 22, 1941. in Daviess County, she
was the daughter of the late Adrian Payne and Ruth Morris
Payne.
Survivors include two sons, Robert Anthony Powers and
Samuel Powers, and two daughters, Jamie Santos and Amy
Elliott, all of Owensboro; five sisters, Mrs: Trudy Hickey and
husband, Eddie, Oak Harbor, Wash., her twin, Mrs. Jane
Blackburne and husband, Ken, Columbia, Tenn., Mrs. Doris
Johnson and husband, Norman, Owensboro, Mrs. Carolyn
Lopes and husband, Richard, Newton, Mass., and Mrs. Mary
Barnett and husband, Emelt, Whitesville: four brothers, Tomm
Payne, Mobile, Ala., Joe Payne and wife, Minnie, Knottsville,
Adrian (A.J.) Payne, Bardstown, and Chris Payne and wife,
Pam, Philpot; sister-in-law, Mrs. Theresa Marie Clark, Murray:
12 grandchildren; four great-grandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.
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NOW OPEN? •

switch the babies.
"You want to hear all the the burial.
Celli 4BOUT OUR BUY ONE.
"We don't care about the things she did to me? You want to
As if those weren't enough
body," said _another one of hear all the things she let my players, Prince Frederic von
CET ONE FREE SPEC/Ali
Birkfiead-s- -lawyers, ,Siisa,g fat ei49 It/filif oral),brother do Anhui*. the. husband of ibe
'Sts I)icoonss
Brown.
to me? Or my sister?" she said, actress Zsa Zsa Gabor, has said
MtirraNr
Zi,r,:eibl ,"i4fla•tr
It appeared the case would according to the transcript. "All he had a decade-long affair with
become solely under Seidlin's the beatings and the whippin's Smith and may also be the father.
jurisdiction in probate court.
and the rape? That's my mother. He said Monday he plans to file a
1625 IfighwaY 121 Swill
When discussion resumes That's my mom."
paternity challenge in court and
Murray. Kentucky
Thursday morning,the judge will
Barth said Arthur was simply wants a DNA test.
hear more of the drama that has extending the pattern of her relaevolved since Smith's death.
tionship with her daughter past
Stern's filing Wednesday her death.
acknowledges Smith's will
"She has chosen to use this
makes no mention of where she process to one more time try to
wanted to be buried, but his attor- control Anna and treat her horrineys claim she repeatedly said bly," Barth said.
she wanted to be interred next to
Arthur's attorney, Stephen
her son Daniel. The petition Tunstall. did not comment on the
includes affidavits from Smith's specifics alleged in the Stern filbodyguard, her physician, a ing, though he did say the mothneighbor and a friend stating the er had become estranged front
Are you paying too much for your
one-time reality television star Smith over drug use. But he said
wanted a Bahamas burial.
none of it made any difference
Medicare Supplement policy?
"It is very clear what she now.
wanted," said Krista Barth, a
"Since the dawn of civilizalawyer for Stern. "I think we all tion, the next of kin has been
Do you want the freedom to choose
know Anna wants to be next to given the rights and responsibiliyour doctors and hospitals?
Daniel, and anything else is a ty of their dead," Tunstall said.
tragedy."
As for Birkhead, his attorneys
There's a health care plan that gives you the benefits
Stern's attorneys provided a say he simply wants to ensure he
you've always wanted. Today's Options' is a
transcript of interviews Smith gets a DNA sample that has not
Medicare Advantage Private Fee-for-Service Plan
gave to "Entertainment Tonight" been tampered with, though the
from
Pyramid Life.
last October in which she said medical examiner has alreath,
Arthur was her birth mother but said more than enough has been
Imagine all these benefits in one plan:
nothing more.
collected. They had no interest in
• Lower monthly premiums*
• Nationwide coverage
• Virtually no paperwork
•Freedom to choose your doctors and other
providers without a referral
• Emergency and urgent care worldwide
Tenefidaries must continue to pay their Medicare Part It premium_
pricy% as of sam)
Investments Since 1854

'1 LASER (270)761-4999

•

Center

Good Newsfor
Medicare Enrollees.

1° STOCK MARKET REPORT

Dow Una lad. Avg.-.12760.2 + 18.3
Air Products......---76.59• 0.17
37.27+0.09
AT&T,Inc.
43.93 + 0.13
BB&T
-0,00
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb ......27.63 - 0.09
Caterpillar ............,_,,.._67.59 + 1.43
Chevron Texaco Corp -71.65 - 0.54
Daimler Chrysler -... 70.18 + 0.40
4538 + 0.45
Dean Foods
7505 -5.55
Faxon-Mobil
Ford Motor
General Electric ....._.........36.25 •0.22
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•0.30
U 77 + 0.33
Goodrich
Goodyear
7532 +11.47
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US Bancorp.
+ 0.29
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WellPoint Inc
48 04 +0.17
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HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (1.-11)Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 I 800-444.1854
Hours. 8:00 a.m.-510 pm M-F
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To learn more about Today's Options'
from Pyramid Life, contact your local
sales representative:

Ron Sallin
Murray, KY
Phone 759-1565
Cell 210-2533
Toll Free 1-877-281-1528
Today's Options'from Pyramid Life.
Freedom to see who you want for your health care needs.'"
Pyramid Life Insurance Company is an insurance
company with a Medicare Advantage contract to offer
a private fee-for-service plan, available to anyone
enrolled in Part B and entitled to Part A Medicare
through age or disability who lives in the service area
and continues to pay any applicable Medicare
premiums. Pyramid Life Insurance Company and its
agents are not connected in any way with the federal
or state govornment or Medicare.
TOPYR_103_0206 CMS 02/250
H5421
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Signups secheduled for
YSA baseball/softball
ing age level is determined by
the player's age on Jan. I of
the current year. The Murray
YSA is sanctioned by the United States Specialty Sports Association (USSSA1.
The total entry fee for baseball and softball is $50 which
includes team Jerseys and hats.
Late signups with no penalty will be at the Murray-Calloway County Park office on
Payne Street through Feb. 21
Signups after that dates are
subject to a $10 late fee.
For further information, conMurray-Calloway
the
tact
County Park office at 7620325, or Alan Lollar. YSA
president. at 809-6858.

The Murray Youth Sports
.Association YSA will hold
signups tor the 21E.X17 baseball
and softball season today
through Saturday outside the
north entrance of the Murray
al ,Slart Supercenter
Registration hours NIB be
nom 4 to 7 pill. today and
riclav and trout 9 a.In to 3
p in on Saturday. Registration is also open to players
In . live outside of Murray
and Calloway County
Beginning age lot tee-hall
baseball is tour years old and
...rthall is live years old Basehall play ing age lek el is determined hy die player 's age before
Sonball playMay I. 2fin7

Announcemen/
Meyah Elisabeth Oliver

Photo provided
STUDENT OF THE WEEK: Ginny Furches, senior at
Calloway County High School, has been named the Student
of the Week from Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors and
WNBS. Furches is the daughter of Dave and Sheila Furches.
She is a member of the pep club, participates in the FCA,
WLC and FOCLA. Pictured from left are Linda DeVoss,
English and French teacher, Calloway County High School;
Furches, and Rebecca Landolt, Century 21 Loretta Jobs

jo.burkeenemurrayledgejall

Murray Tiger Band Boosters
plan special fundraiser
The Murray Tiger Band Boosters' latest fundraiser gives everyone an opportunity to show their support for the Middle
and High School Tiger Bands.
For $1 each, supporters can purchase
on
an eighth note made from card stock
encourof
words
their
write
can
which they
agement and/or pride for the band or an
Individual. The notes will then be placed
midin the hallways leading to either the
school band room as designathigh
or
dle
lo's
by the purchaser.
Datebook ed This
will be a wonderful opportunity
By Jo Burkeen for family members, friends and commuCommunity
nity and business leaders to show their
Editor
Tiger Pride. Anyone wishing to show your
Shirlee Beisel at
support for the Murray bands should call
436-5660.

Local woman's home destroyed
at 495 Roberts Ln..

The home and contents of Lynn Puckett
needs help to
Murray were destroyed by fire last Sunday. She
Any
insurance.
no
had
she
recover from this tragic event as
they can
donations or contributions would be appreciated and
Campground Rd.,
be sent directly to Puckett at 1158 Coles
call
Murray, KY 42071. Those having other contributions may
752-0438.
Brian Gray at

Realtors

Jetties ()liver Jr and Peggy Tidwell are the parents it
Meyah Llisaheth Oliver. born on Monday. Jan I.
Iii 12 p ni at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
I he baby weighed 6 pounds 7 ounces and measured 19
in, tics Brothers are Jay Oliver of !Mayfield and •Triston and
Rh des ni West Paducah
Grandparents are Brenda Tidwell of Murray and Jeff and
Shelia Dlo.ci .41 Mayfield.
gl:indrawn!. arc Linda Oliver ol Mayfield and Lera
Jane helloed \ it Paducah

HonorRoll

1/2%
4

Commission Rate
selling Your Home,

When

are available at the Wal-Mart
customer service desk. They
must be returned to Wal-Mat
no later than Feb. 23, 2(XI7.
The winner will receive a
1.1.0(X1 grant made payable to
the school where they teach.

Conferences
Calloway County High school Parent-Teacher
Dowdy.
David
to
according
6:30.
to
3:30
will be today from
public relations coordinator for the Calloway County School
System. No appointments are necessary.

Ull Boys Select Soccer plans tryouts
Boys Select

saus

tom
Brin
heat
20
add
are

Try outs for open positions for the Murray I'll
Soccer team will be Saturday at 2 p.m. at Bee Creek near the
concession stand. For information call Andrew Gullixson at
227-1518.
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Soccer assessments planned

0

I.

By
Ma

CCHS plans conferences

All As and Bs
McHenry, Neal Doughty, Adam Daniel
Marie
Soccer assessments for U16/17 United rearms) will he e
( allow ay ('diddle Diedre
Allbritten, Saturday from 10 to II a.m. and Sunday from 2 to 3 p.m. at
Kaye
Megan
Christian
Joshua
Eckel,.
McReynolds.
Gregory
Matthew
School has ieleased the honor
Michelle Madison RheaAnn Alton, Tay- Bee Creek soccer complex and a registration fee of $55 will
Abby
roll tor the first semester of Reece Milani, Travis Lee Miles, Friedrich.
lor Bnanne Armstrong, Alli- also be collected for KYSA/MCCSA. For more information
Gee.
Ann
Kristen
Futrell.
Miller.
Lynn
Heather
lodokk
m- hi 'I as
Nicole Barrett. Victoria contact Marshall Ward at 767-1)395 or ward0 newv.-avecomm.net.
son
KrisGilbert.
Addison
Haley
Milligan.
Michelle Dawn
SIXTH GRADE
Rose Marie Bisigni. Timothy Alan
Dera
Gore,
Leann
ten
Jennifer
Mills.
'Thomas
Bryce
All As
Sean Hall. Blaylock, Chelsea Leigh-Anne CCHS Baseball Team plans fundraiser
/ay hariah Jordan Baker. Lyn Mills. Jonathon Lynn Mont- Flak', Christopher
Harrison. Mor- Boyd, Emily Anne Broh, Brent
Calloway County High School Baseball Team will hold a
Kiistina Lollafill Bohannon, gomery, flale Miclielle Mor- Joseph Byron
Brown II. Rebekah
Houston
Morgan
Hays.
Thomas
gan
Nance,
DeniseReannon
ris,
Krispy Kreme Donut fundraiser on Saturday. The team will
BI Mani Leigh Bradley. .Anna
Audra Anne Carol Burkeen. Amber Nicole have donuts available for purchase at the corner of North 12th
Marie Brashear, Jacob Lee Bur - 'Thomas Kelby Owen, Dakota Christine Ilillrnan.
Ryan Jackson. Burres, Brittany Ann Buzzell, and Chestnut Streets starting at 7 a.m. For purchases ahead of
keen. I•hantry Allen Carroll. Brooke Parrish, Alex Jordan Hopkins, Logan
Sarah Jessica Danielle Calhoun. Rob- time, the donuts are $5 per dozen. Contact any baseball teani
Johnson,
James
Calvert
Resell.
Nicholas Brice Cherrie. Lee- Paschall. James David
Tanner Alan bie Canning. Aaron Daniel or Diamond Club member or e-mail christopherka.wk.net.
andra H I 'leaser. Aaron Lee Audrey Leaann Roberts. Brack- Christine Jones.
Clark. Kristopher Logan Cole.
Llu.abeth Claire Court- en Michael Robertson, Austin Kirby, Kevin Scott Lamb.
Matthew — Logan. Conner,
CrysMaynard,
Tanner
Nathan
Ross.
Jean
Rachel
television
ney, Attie Leigh baguet, Alba S. Rogers,
Crawford, Talk by Cox will be on
Briana
tal Manah Millard, Kara Ruth C'helsea
Marie Farisk. Jennifer Lynn Joseph Taylor Russell,
talk given by Freedom Rider Dr, Ben Elton Cox. taped
A
Crawford.
Briann
hary Gage Orr. Kennedy
Taylor Brooke Schaal. Katie Mosley.
I dwatils. 1.1% itittic Jay offic
at Murray State University Curris Center on Saturday. will he
Shinkle. Janae Smith. Courtney Justice Owen. Travis Kelsey Lynne Daniel. Saman- shown on Murray Electric System cable TV Channel 15 at 1
A
I lam. ourtney \J\''a
Jainune Kristen Louis Staples. Glenn Palmer. forty a Denise tha Niko! Darnell.
Haile% Alan Futrell. lara lire
Saturday and Sunday and at I p.m. Saturday.
Kaitlyn Mariah Denham. p.m.. Friday.
Paschall. Paige
Anne ( iar land. Kay la I II/al-Kill Bethany Jean Street. Morgan Parker. Jared Vs
Melina Marie Dodd, Justin
Elise Stubblefield, Aaron Cole Pasc hall.
Grady.
Saturday
Downs, Natasha Nicole Alpha Department will meet
Howard
Jane
Brenna
Pittman.
Iylen
Fhtinip
Lynn
Courtney
Swift.
'legal' I auiel Ilarpvi. Ash
Club will meet
Woman's
Murray
the
of
Department
Alpha
Reiter. Duncan. Zachary Gene Dunn,
It' y Nicole tiarpole. Ilailey son, Austin Eugene 'Trotter. Quinn. Jessica Faye
at the club house. John Kara* will
a.m.
9:30
at
Saturday
MeaEdwards,
Gayle
Jonathan
I3ro Ic Harrison, faith NRole Erin Nitole I ubbs. Ian Ander- Daphne Danielle Reynolds.
present a program on "A Look at East Africa.- Hostesses will
gan Grace Edwards, Seth
Hooper. Laken Nitc•Ie lee. s011 tinistead, Zachary David Dylan Sheridan. Chay Rachelle
be Kathy' West, Wanda Johnson and Dolores Wells.
JaCaar
Carlos
Enoch.
Alexander
Smith.
\ask:ding. Angela Rhea West. Sims. Amanda Tracey
Darter) Brooke Maness. lire
Taylor Farmer. Nicolas Keelan Fazi.
alma Paige Manus. I ray is Steven Powell Vv'est and Clint Kay c ee Lea Smith.
Glory Bound event Friday
Niyole Stallings. Melody Ann Colby Alexander Fox. Tiffany
Austin Wilson
Andrew Martin. Amy Marie
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Mmistry will be FriGail Franklin. Kristina Jannette
Edward
Daniel
Stephens.
GRADE
SEVENTH
Alas
Alexandria
Ni. Dougal.
from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen Unitday
Friend.
Renee
Ashley
Fncker,
Elizabeth
Chelsee
Stokes.
All As
Mehl. Reagan Meredith. Simon
Church, located at 4726 Ky. 121 North at StelMethodist
ed
SydGeorge.
Kaye
Samantha
Keeley Rae Barrow. Lauren Cnderwood. Joshua M. Weber.
Das id Alikult ik. Justin Slither
Featured this week will he The Liberty Boys Quartet and
la.
ElizaMegan
Giese,
Ann
ney
Kaylee
White.
lee
Kay
Susan
Ahr
Bethel.
Breanna
Murdock. Hannah Rose()hry an, Benson,
beth Gilbert, Ciera Laken Gob- Echoes from Calvary. There is no admission charge. but items
heisha Nicole ()rr. Lee Ann ()rr. gall Joan Howland, Julie Lyn Madson A illianis. Carinne
call Joe
son. Lauren !Mane Wilson. Ash- ert, Danielle Bnana Hall, Justin for Need Line will be accepted. For more information
Dugan (lit Pearson. Ike-Anna Bos,ken. Patrick Brown. Jr
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick
Renee
753-5641.
at
Lawrence
Timothy
Hargrove.
Thomas
Dan
and
Wolk.
hele
N1i.
leigh
(Ian 1 cc I arr. !Immature 1,()U1 ye
lean Robinson.
Arthur Heinz. Hunter Neale Lea at 761-2666.
Autumn Brook,. Rogers. (*Wise, (•11111:11 Crouch. Alyssa Ins Lee litalo
Tiffany. Ann Henson,
Henson.
GRADE
F:1GHTH
Kristen
Grace Cunningham.
Riiger.. Stott
Hale%
Hillenburg. Reformers Unanimous to meet
Rae
Sky lar
All As
;aria Nicole Rowland. Afibigail I .eig h Denni ('ores Grey
Caitlin
Holland.
Patton
Dakota
Reformers Lnanimous. a Christ-centered addictions program.
Kristin
Adams.
Lynn
sha
Ks
FortenRyan
taalar
I sun Rushing. IX:amber Brooke
Nicole Jackson. Victoria Leann
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
bery. lay hr Grace Futrell, Michelle Boggess. Bethanie I.
Sanders. ry let V1.'ade St hail
Gallimore. Hoke. Shelby Nicole Capps. Jackson. Lauren Amanda John- Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.
Kay aim
hac her. Laiken Nicole Faber., Neely
Michaela Leigh Johnson.
Sarah Elizabeth Taylor. Megan Hunter Garrison. Jay Lewis Candy c.e Marie Chambers, Titn- son.
Patrick Kelly II, Jason Lee Shriners sponsor Bingo
Liula
as
I
Chapman.
Ray
oth!,
GullixCarolyn
Ashley
Green.
n
Kaifu!,
1remblay.
litaheth
I
Lee-Joseph
Aaron
Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:311
honias Harper. aheth Choate. Emily Lay ne Keyes.
I 11/abeth kicker. Jesse Robert st 41,
Joseph
David
Miyhelle Lawrence.
Chrisman. Marc i
p.m. at the Shnne Club facility. Ky. 121 North, Murray. ProN. alight. Katlin Aline Walker. Sabah Seid Ilassan,
Mane ceeds help suppon many local and shrine charitable activities.
Carlie
Nlakasla Jade Kim. Chants ('touch, Amanda Lynn Dick- Lawrence,
De s,,,n 1 bonias Lamas I. Ale
Allen
Slade
Dumas,
McCuiston.
Dwaine
Taylor
Kathy Lamb. Cheyenne Mad- mann.
Weiner and Meagan Ka%
Nicole
Jor- McCuiston, Ashley
Eldridge.
Hope
Ashleigh
Meredith,
!incite
y
I
Cara
dox.
East plans 'Literacy Night'
A under
Jachn Jane Patterson. Megan dan !Soelle Eldridge. Rebekah Mcleoud. Lucas Pal Morton.
East Calloway Elementary School will have a "Literacy
All As and Bs
Murdock, Alesha
Night- today from 5 to 7 p.m. at the school. located at 1169
Jeremy Allen Addison. Ka y1.3 Brooke Pittenger. Jacob Glen Nicole Elkins. Tiffany Elaine Jesse Miller
Reynolds. Allison Story Rogers. Elkins. Averee Ahna Fields. Gayle OBryan. Wesley Shaye Pottertown Rd.. Murray. Food will be served from 5 to 6 p.ni.
Marie Ainscough. Brand% I en
iarrett Clark Schweilman. Tay- Brittney Lynn Forth, Robert Outland, Joshua Jordan Pace, and booths and rooms will he open from 5:30 to 630 p.m.
nell Baker Nic holas I.% an Betts.
tune
Id
a\
K
los.
His
,Jost
Courtney Sheridan. Myran- Wan-en Friedrich. Juna Estelle Ashton Summer Paschall. Shea Booths will include for dental health, drugs and alcohol abuse
lor
sarah
Pierce. Cody Taylor prevention. nutrition and Take-Ten Awareness. Door pm/es will
Black. Al'.s'sa Ni uric Bogard, da Carol Skinner. Gina Lalaye Harvey. Chasten Boyd Howard. Nicholas
be given. Kathy Crouch. principal, invites the public to attent1
Arm Mhy helle Boyd. Miranda Stenberg, Sarah Elvabeth Wade. Sharon Ann Jacobs. Taylor Redden.
Thomas Harold Reynolds III.
Rae Braun. Shama I raw n Katrina Ni Weatherford, Jen- Renae Lamb. Blake Maness,
Lindsey. Michelle Rucker. Kody
Toler Nicole Williams. Hannon Savanna Nadine !Mathis.
Britigos. Kristen !kik belle Clay
Amputee Support Group will meet
Rudolph, Brock Simmons, CierSfikulLawrence
1>oininik
Morgan
Karlee
son,
cv
pa
Wilson.
Slane
ton. Jordan la ii
Amputee Support Group meeting will he tonight at 6:30 at
BntKara
Siaman.
Mane
ra
Mitchell.
Elizabeth
cik. Laken
( marries Bice Dick. hristian Wlson and Caleb N Young
Lourdes Hospital Marshall Nemer Pavilion. Doug Borders comAlaina
Shan Vubaha Okuda, Jeremy tany Smith. Michelle
All As and Bs
munity room. Paducah. Dr. H. Daniel Babenco will speak about
Dmh• Dak"Li Alan Dukes.
Hunter Drake Arnold, Crys- Tyler Pruitt. Caitlin I .eigh Roe. Smith, Chelsea Nicole Snyder. -Treatment of Phantom Pain.- For more information call Terri
Dutha
Ni.ho I
Ca.lee
Wade
Sons.
Taylor
Lynn
Whitney
Henry Wade K. gets,
tal Gail Black. Sabnna Eliza
'al T [sof).(
Kenneth
Ross at 270-488-3020 or e-mail trossuf hrtc net or Kim Cosby
Thompheth Brewer. Halye Nicole Leann Satterwhite Madison Stokes, Giry Dewayne
men Jean (;nines
at 270-965-3181 or e-mail km_cosby ..ahoii.corn.
Thurman.
Michael
son.
Curt
Morgan
Viktoria ILlizaht-th !fah.. Bucy, Ryan Thomas Butler. Greer Sy hwettman.
Ryan Thomas Thurman, Enc
Ilartline. Logan J Canter. Lorna Bailey Elizabeth Smother-man, Darcy
Wide
Bentamin
Tbunnond. Keela Brooke ‘Sew-A-Thon will continue
Gabrielle Nit olc Hill. Malik Cameo, Skyler R. Carson. Kat- Clanse Stephenst.n. Shawn Wade
The "Sew-A-Thon" will continue in the upstairs .uea of the
Harley Elizabeth Tubbs.
It 'dime. Ka% lee \tin Ingram. ly n Jean Cook. Charles Gen- Delay nit' Fhompson. Brittany Tracy.
Christian Life Center of First United Methodist Church today
Daniel
Underwood,
Rose
Renee
Katie
Sierra
Fiheldv
Annette
Jones. try Courtney. Clint Alan Craig.
I &Aar,'
1.•tmaihon
and Friday from 9 a.m. to 3 p .m. This is for women to sew'
riclerhill. ladle Maria VA/tine/. Ryan Beasley Walker. Dara
Kelsey I en Kelly, [lope Anna Emily Carol Crouse. Zachary
at church or home or cut out garments. These will be dressMcKaylon
Wilson.
Michelle
Ward°.
MorAnthony
Nicholas
Christina
Lamb. Das id I ca is. Destime Lance Cunningham.
es and shorts for members of the Mission Team to give to
Thomas
Gregory
Wilson.
Alyce
‘'ictona
Rose Lin.oln. Arista Morgan Lorraine Dean. Grant Shelton gan Emeha Williams.
in Nicaragua. For more information call Peggy Myers
Cody
Wood and Kelsey Mikel Young. children
Manning, Sullivan Lyn McCal- Dixon. Haley Eliz.abeth Dodd. LaRhae Winchester and
at 751-5747 or the church office al 7,51.18
Wyatt
Ion. Kirstie IXaann McClard. Aleisha Faye Doughty, Jacob Austin

..1••••
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Applications available
Applications for the annual
"Teacher of the Year- award
are now being aet-epted at WalMart 'this award is designed
to recognize teachers who have
gone above and beyond normal expectations. Applications
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My family has an extended family and
friends from New Orleans and we visit
friends in Abbleville, La. And because of
this, my family loves to eat this mixture of
French and Cajan food. In many ways it's
like our country cooking in Kentucky.
Gumbo is like our state famous Burgoo, the
only differences are ingredients. My family will
help every year our annual
fundraiser when we have
our "Annual Taste of New
Orleans Dinner." Each year
we have a dinner for a
different charity. This year
we will be doing it for
American Cancer Relay for
Team, Saturday behind
Tried & True Life
St. Leo Catholic Church,
Recipes from 5 to 8:30 p.m.
By Mr Mom So many people are
Mark Anderson afraid of the food because
of their fear of hot food,
spicy food, or fear of a different kind of
food. As we always tell Grandma break out
of your norm, try it you will like it! Now
let's get down to the good times with great
food: New Orleans Jambidaya
Jambalaya Mix, recipe follows:
— 2 1/2 cups water
— 1 (14-ounce) can diced tomatoes
— 1 (8-ounce) can tomato sauce
— 1/2 pound fully cooked smoked
sausage, cut into 1/4-inch slices
— 1/2 to 3/4 pound medium, fresh
shrimp, peeled and deveined
In a Dutch oven, combine mix, water,
tomatoes, tomato sauce and smoked sausage.
Bring mixture to a boil over medium-high
heat. Cover, reduce heat and let simmer for
20 minutes. Add shrimp and cook for an
additional 5 to 7 minutes, or until shrimp
.tre pink.
Jambalaya Mix:
-- 1 cup long-grain rice
— 3 tablespoons dried minced onion
— 1 tablespoon dried parsley flakes
— 1 tablespoon beef bouillon granules
— 1/2 teaspoon dried thyme leaves
— 1/2 teaspoon garlic powder
— 1/2 teaspoon ground black pepper
— 1/4 teaspoon cayenne pepper
— 1/4 teaspoon salt
— 1 bay leaf
In a small bowl, combine rice, onion,
parsley, beef bouillon, thyme, garlic powder,
black pepper, cayenne pepper, salt, and bay
leaf. Pour into cellophane bag. Store in an
air-tight container.

Mama Bread Pudding
— 1 cup raisins
— 1/4 cup dark mm
— 1 1/2 loaves stale French or Italian
bread, torn into pieces
— 3 cups milk or heavy cream
— 3 large eggs, slightly beaten
— 1/2 cup butter, melted
— 2 teaspoons cinnamon
— 2 teaspoons vanilla extract
— 1 cup heavy cream
— 1 cup sugar
— 3/4 cup brown sugar
— 2 tablespoons molasses
— 2 teaspoons lemon zest
— 1/2 teaspoon salt
Rum Sauce:
— I 1/2 cups sugar
— 5 ounces evaporated milk
— 4 tablespoons margarine
— 1 egg, beaten
— 2 egg yolks, beaten
— 3 tablespoons dark rum
Place raisins in a small bowl with rum
and soak for a couple of hours. Drain
raisins and reserve soaking liquid. Place
bread pieces in a 9 by 12-inch baking dish.
Add raisins to dish. In a large bowl, combine the milk, eggs, butter, cinnamon, vanilla, heavy cream, sugar, brown sugar,
_molasses, lemon zest and salt, and mix well
to ensure the sugar has been dissolved. Add
the reserved raisin soaking liquid to the milk
mixture and pour over bread. Let sit until
bread has soaked up all of the milk mixture
for at least 1 to 2 hours.
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F. Place baking dish in another large pan and add water
about halfway up the sides of the baking
dish. Bake for 1 hour or until bread pudding
has set. Remove bread pudding from oven
and let cool to just warm.
While bread pudding is cooling; make
Rum Sauce: Combine sugar, evaporated milk,
margarine, egg and yolks in the top of a
double boiler and cook, stirring well, until
thick. Do not let sauce boil. Keep warm
until serving time. Whisk in rum just before
serving. Serve bread pudding with sauce
Remember try different foods with your
family. It's the spice of life and will help
them. Don't forget it is also a good way of
getting vegetables in your children's diet. If
you need a recipe or you would like us to
try one, please write to Mr. MOM at Murray Ledger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071. Remember as my daughter
said "that's a keeper!"

New ministry program started at church
A new ministry has been
formed to honor Mrs. Eunice
Chambers for her love and
dedication to First United
Methodist Church.
This ministry will work in
cooperation with H.E.L.P. (His

Everlasting Love Provides.) the senior food program at
Your donations will be used Need Line. Interested persons
for the purchase of emergency may join in this service.
For more information confood for the needy.
On the third Tuesday of tact the church office at 753every month the group will be 3812.
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GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
Land Between the Lakes has
activities planned for the coming weekend.
Lori Wilson
Rebecca Wright
The Homeplace Living History Farm, Nature Station,
Golden Pond Planetarium. and
Hillman Ferry, Energy Lake and
Piney Campground are all
closed for the winter and will
Rebecca Wright, registered been donated to the veterans. reopen on March I. The Elk
dietitian at the Murray-Cal- Also the department gives dona- & Bison Prairie, Wranglers
loway County Hospital Health tions to Merryman House each Campground,Turkey Bay OHV
and Wellness Center, was the month.
Area and several small campJan Hough asked for vol- ing areas are open year-round.
speaker at the January meeting of Theta Department of unteers to help with the mail
Elk and Bison Prairie is
delivery at Spring Creek Health open daily. Admission is $3
the Murray Woman's Club.
the
of
Wright discussed the many Care which is a service
per car.
areas of nutrition. She includ- department.
"Day with the Eagles Van
welcomed
department
The
calories
ed tips on how to cut
Tour" will be from 1:30 to 4
and to add special needs to a new member, Lon Wilson.
p.m. on Saturday and Monday
Serving as hostesses were starting at the Golden Pond
the diets and special hifits for
doing exercise while doing Jan Hough, Jo Burkeen and Visitor Center. The cost will
work or watching television Jeannetta Bennett.
be $5 and $7 and registration
The department will meet is limited. Reservations and
around the home.
Thelma Warford gave the Monday at 11:30 a.m. at August full deposits are required by
devotion on "Working for the Moon for lunch and members calling 1-270-924--2020. Winare asked to bring guests. Later ter is peak Bald Eagle viewNew Year."
Wilma Beatty, co-chairman, the group will visit Merryman ing season in LBL. Visit some
presided. Pat McMullin, co- House and Need Line of Mur- of eagle-viewing hot-spots on
chairman, announced that 400 ray and Calloway County. Host- This staff-led trip. Tips on how
plus pairs of socks and 50 esses will be Peggy Myers, to spot eagles in the wild will
puzzles and paperbacks had Ginny Harper and Judy Rose. be shared and then zoom in
with spotting scopes for a closer look. Dress for the weather and moderate walking is
required.
On Sunday from 2 to 3:30
p.m. a "President's Weekend
Elk & Bison Prairie Tour" will
start at The Golden Pond Visitor Center. Celebrate the holiday by visiting with some of
the nation's most beloved
wildlife as the group drives
through the scenic Elk & Bison
Prairie, to search for elk, bison
and other wildlife and talk about
the role these animals played
in America's history and how
they fare today. The cost will
be $3 and reservations and
Tun deposits are required by
Photos provided calling 1-270-924-2020 to
Serving as hostesses at the January meeting of the Theta reserve your space.
For more information call
Department of the Murray Woman's Club were, from left, Jo
toll free at I-800-LBL-7077.
Burkeen, Jan Hough and Jeannetta Bennett.

Wright presents program
for Theta Department
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Miss Spring
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30%Off
+30Days Free:

Continuing a 33-year tradition,
the Murray Ledger & Times is excited to begin
the selection process of Miss Spring 2007.
Senior girls from Murray & Calloway County
Schools who would like to be considered for
the honor must meet the following criteria:

• Senior girl from Murray High
or Calloway County High
• Current GPA of 3.0 or above
• Demonstrated leadership in both school
& community activities
• Submission of essay & photos
• Individual interview process (for finalists only)

Join Curves now and get 30% off the service fee, plus
your first 30 days free Discover how 30 minutes is all it
takes to get a total body workout with our total support

Please see your principalfor application
packets detail or more information.
All information must be submitted to your principal
no later than Noon on Friday, March 2, 2007.
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Amaze yourself.curves.corn

Over 10,000 locations worldwide.
602 N. 12th St.
(next to Radio Shack)
Murray

42071
P.O. Box 1040 • 1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray. Kentucky
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ads@murrayledge
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
www.murrayledger.gos

MHS alumna in 'Utopia' cast

New season of
•Variety!' kicking
off this weekend

Staff Report
Kellie Overbey, a 1982 Murray High School alumna, is

required to show proof of residency when picking up their
tickets at the box office.
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currently featured in the cast
of characters in Tom Stoddard's "The Coast of Utopia
(Marathon)" at the Lincoln Center in New York Center. Portraying the characters of Tatiana
Bakunin and Mary Sutherland,
Overbey is featured alongside
names that include Billy
Crudup, Josh Hamilton, Ethan
Hawke, Amy Irving and Martha
Plimpton.
A three-part epic performed
by a company of over 30 actors
playing 70 roles. 'The Coast
of Utopia," part one has been
touted by the New York Times
and Entertainment Weekly as
one of the "best Broadway
plays," and a "top 10 show."
The action in the "Voyage,"
part-one act is set in Russian's
countryside as well as in
Moscow and St. Petersburg in
183.4. "Shipwreck," part two,
begins 13 years later outside
Moscow. Part three's "Salvage" takes place over a period of twelve years in London
and Geneva_ As the cast portray a group of intellectuals—
headed by the radical theorist
and editor strive to effect change
in a political system, by using
their minds as their only
weapon, the play is presented
in three parts on separate
evenings, and will have staggered openings at the Vivian
Beaumont Theater.
Originally scheduled to end
in March, the play has been
extended to conclude in May.
'There is a strong meaning
ot tinnily throughout the play."
Overbey said. "Tatiana and
her three sisters struggle with
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Vacation.
the over-protective love of their Betty's Summer
brother Michael (played by Film: Favorite Son (upcomEthan Hawke). They live their ing), Sweet and Lowdown. Outlives by fighting out their own break and Love Thy Neighdoesn't bor. TV: "Law & Order:"
Michael
hearts.
with "The Job:" "That's Life" and
relationship
any
encourage
anyone and because of this I Stephen King's "The Stand."
stay on the estate for the remain, among others. As a playwright:
Once Around the Sun. Girl
der of my life."
A Northwestern University. Talk and My Wife's Coat (pubgraduate, Overbey has numer- lished by Samuel French) and
ous television and Broadway won top honors in the 2004
appearances to her credit. Her Samuel French Short Play Fescredits include: LCT:"Q.E.D." tival.
A past member of the MHS
Broadway: Twentieth Century, Judgment at Nuremberg, Pre- National Forensic League,
sent Laughter, and Buried Child Overbey was able to claim
11996 FANY Award - Best numerous French and Spanish
Broadway Debut). Off-Broad- festival championship titles
way and regional credits include while a student at Murray.
"I really love being on stage
work with playwrights Wallace
Shawn, Terrence McNally, as the human behavior changes,
James Lapine. Jack Heffner. Lee grows and deepens." she said.
Blessing, Sam Shepard. Steve "Working in theater performMartin. Beth Henley and, most ing in front of people at a
notably. Christopher Durang in very young age is such a con-

Arts Foolkits are packages
resources
multimedia
ot
designed to provide teachers
with high-quality teaching tools
that align to academic standards while bringing the excitement of dance, drama, music
and the visual arts into the classroom They were cited in
response to requests trom Kentucky teachers for arts and
humanities resources.
The Arts Toolkits are a
remarkable resource for teachers," said Philip Shepherd. arts
and humanities consultant for
the Kentucky Department of
Education. "On state assessment
for arts and humanities, high
school scores have improved
29 points since the development and distribution of the
toolkits, greater gains than any
other content area. I truly
believe that the Arts Toolkits
are a big factor in that improvement."
producer
•Foolkits
Arts
Nancy Carpenter said."The Arts
Toolkits pull together not only

KET resources hut also the
rich resources from arts organ-

izations across the state. Ws
truly a partnership project. This
award recognizes the contributions of so many people and
organizations. from the Kentucky Department ot Education. the Kentucky Center for
the Arts. the Kentucky Arts
Council and the KET stall to
the teachers, artists and arts
organizations who contributed
in a variety of wa)c."
The Visual Arts Toolkit
includes video segments of
artists at work, cultural art and
museum tours: a binder with
glossaries.
plans,
lesson
responding-to guides and a listing of Kentucky visual arts
resources, a set of idea cards;
a "purposes ot art' poster. and
the Kentucky Virtual Art Museum - a CD-ROM with images
of 250 art works from 20 Kentucky museums.
More information about Arts
at
available
is
Toolkits
www.ket.orgiartstoolkit. The
Kentucky Virtual Art Museum
CD-ROM was made possible
by funding from the W. Paul
and Lucille Caudill Little Foundation. Inc. More information
about KET programming and
education services, as well as
how to support KET, can he
found at www.ket.org

Dramatic thriller
'Paper Thin' to debut at
Playhouse in the Park
Murray's Playhouse in the
Park and Murray State University 's student theatre organization. Sock and Buskin, join
forces to present a new dramatic thriller. "Paper Thin."
written and directed by student playwright Matt MarkA shy, 20-something mail
clerk with an obsession for
paper discovers the most perfect package he's ever seen.
But what does his overbearing father think of the love affair
that's ensued by the woman who
sent it The line between madness and love is literally ...
paper thin. The drama features
an ensemble cast starring
Nathan Ducker of Louisville,
Lydia Davis of Nashville and

riedvrey
rrivase Salim
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PARIS, Tenn — The PansHenry County' Arts Council
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Aaron Carpenter tit Paducah.
"Paper Thin" opens at 7
p.m. on Thursday, March I.
Additional shows are at 730
p.m. on Friday, March 2 and
Saturday, March 3. A matinee
performance will he held at 213(1
p.m. on Sunday. March 4. Tickets are $10 for adults: `Pi lot
students. Sotne proceeds irom
the performance will he donat
ed to Sock and Buskin. "Pallet
Thin" contains adult situations,
which may he inappropriate
for young children
Playhouse in the Park
located in Central Park. .11 the
corner of Arcadia and Sth Sr.
For information. pleasc car
plav 753-2199. or visit vc
houseinthepark net

Gala benefit to be held at
the Paris-Henry County
Art Council in March

At S P.M.
Featured ;vests:
GULL RIDING
100 Added Eash Night
BARREL. RACIN
Calf Waal&
Mimosa to IL
Mutton Busting at 730p
Wag ts*

tidence builder that also provided an extended family home
for me in an artistic family."
A former member of the
MHS Speech Team under the
direction of former MIIS speech'
coach. Mark Etherton, Overbey gained numerous public
speaking experiences while at
Murray High School. A lead,
character in the "Cheaper By
The Doze." MIIS junior play
and the 1981 State's Best
Actress. Ov erhey was nar»ecU
the 1981 National Prose Poetry Competition Champion at
the National Speech Tournament in Salt lake City. Utah.
Also involved in .1- he Play house In The Park Community Theatre. Overhey held the
lead role in the "Bye Bye
Birdie," production.
"It performing III Iroilt iii
people makes you lief Soul then
you should be doing it. as well
as reading plays and books."
she said. "Do not 5511 y it yin
are any good it it. lease udg ment out of it hes. ,iii st 111.1i
comes too quick in lite. do
your hest and keep learning
Overhey feels lucky to have
been a MIN student
"I was challenged. iespecl
ed and encouraged to think toi
myself, an especially 'makable skill for an artist to dec clop," she said. "I am patent!
to all my- teachers tor shatiiii
with me their k now 1
patience and great sense it
humor. In particular. 1 am
grateful to Mark Ethertotl
Debbie Burgess for then;
insights into my potential and
for, with almost imperceptible,
guidance, directing me towaRt
my own fearlessness."
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Photo provided
Keilie Overbey is shown rehearsing for a play alongside actor
Ethan Hawke.

Toolkit wins award
In January, the National Educational Telecommunications
Association named KETs Visual An'. Toolkit the best instructional media in public televiThe Clara M. Eagle
sion
Gallery is among the 20 Kentucky museums and art institutions featured in the Toolk-
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,

e-mail: editorOmurrayledger.com
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Tickets $20 per person. All proceeds will benefit the
agencies of the Murray/Calloway County United Way

Contact 270-753-0317 or www.actooltoilway.com

presents a gala benefit till II...
World Cataract I ounilation.
"Helping the Blind to See". Sun
day. March 11 at 2 All pin II
First Christian Church. I of
South Poplar St.. Paris. It a
A special after-non I
and piano music will he pre
ented by Amy Yeung. Elam:
Han-iss, Allison 7Selson. and
Kurt Gorman. The program
will include several Italian and
Spanish love songs. English
art-songs, some well-known
operatic arias and Broadwav
selections. and plan', duets trovii
the Hungarian I fan. es
Johannes Brahms
The World Cataract Toni]
dation is a non-pitii organi•
zation based in Memphis Tennessee Its purpose is to pre
vent and cure blindness in third
world countries. and to rearm
sight to those who w ould 11th.
erwise have little or no vhanve
for surgical care
Tickets are $10 and mas he
purchased in Paris at tack's
Java, W. G. Rhea lihrary, or
at the door the day of the
event. For further information
call the Arts Corinvil at 731.
642-3955
or
shesk
out
www.phcans.com
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Bill passed by panel to deny domestic partner benefits
said.
By BRUCE SCHREINER
McGaha said he didn't think
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — the bill would hurt UoifL's
A bill aimed at cutting off recruitment.
"I don't buy that argument
domestic partner benefits for
of
Louisville at all," he said.
University
So far, eight UofL employemployees cleared a Senate
ees have added the domestic
committee on Wednesday.
The legislation applies to partner benefit — out of more
any public agency offering coy- than 5,030 people on the unierage under state health insur- versity's payroll, said UofL
ance plans, but Sen. Vernie spokesman John Drees.
McGaha, the bill's lead sponMcGaha said it was meant to
.elear up "confusion" among sor, said the proposal was an
some institutions about who extension of the state constiqualifies for health coverage.
Last year, UofL's board of
trustees voted to allow domestic partners of school employees to buy health coverage
through the school.
Those premiums are paid
by the individual, and no state
funds are used.
"We embrace diversity and
UofL
President
tolerance,"
James Ramsey told the Senate
State and Local Government
Committee, which a few minutes later approved the legislation that would prohibit the
domestic partner benefits.
The measure now goes to

state law.
tutional amendment that banned reporters afterward.
Ramsey said many large priThe bill was endorsed by
same-sex marriage. Kentuckians
voted nearly 3-to-I in favor of the Family Foundation of Ken- vate employers in Kentucky
the amendment in 2004. The tucky. David Edmunds, a pol- offer domestic partner beneamendment defined marriage icy analyst for the Lexington- fits. McGaha later was asked
in Kentucky as being some- based group, said it "mirrors by reporters whether the state
should cut off incentives to comthing limited to one man and the will of the people."
The measure says state health panies offering such benefits.
one woman. It also prohibited
unmarried people from ever insurance plans will cover only He replied that there's a difobtaining "legal status identi- the employee and his or her ference between private comcal to or similar to marriage." family members — defined as Vanies offering the benefit and
"The intent of the bill is to a spouse and their children. A a public institution doing so.
"It's a fine hair to split, and
protect marriage and protect spouse is defined as someone
the family structure," McGa- to whom the employee is "legal- right now I'm not splitting that
ha, R-Russell Springs, told ly married" in accordance with hair," he said.

At the University of Kentucky, the University Senate
voted to support domestic-partner benefits for faculty and staff.
A special committee of faculty and staff also recommended adding the benefits, a proposal that's being reviewed by
university officials, said UK
spokesman Jay Blanton.
"Clearly the campus community has spoken strongly in
favor of adding domestic partner benefits," he said.

reinvest in your home with these

Presidents' Day values
5 days only 2/15/07 2/19/07

Let's Build Something Together

.!*

the full Senate.
Ramsey said offering domestic partner benefit enhances the
university's competitiveness in
attracting top-notch faculty and
staff. Most of the nation's top
public universities provide the
benefits, as do many of UML s
peers, he said.
He noted that lawmakers
expect UofL to become a nationally pre-eminent metropolitan
university. "We are hellbent on
achieving that goal," Ramsey

Salmonella
outbreak
linked to
peanut butter
By MIKE STOBBE
AP Medical Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — A salmonella Outbreak that has'MS,ly grown to nearly 300 cases
in 39 states since August has
been linked to tainted peanut
butter produced in Georgia,
federal health officials said
Wednesday.
It is believed to

be the first
salmonella outbreak associated
with peanut butter in U.S. history, said officials with the
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention.
About 20 percent of the 288
infected people have been hospitalized, but none has died, said
Dr. Mike Lynch, a CDC epidemiologist.
About 85 percent of the
infected, people said they ate
peanut butter, CDC officials
said.
How salmonella got into
peanut butter is still under investigation, Lynch said.
The Food and Drug Administration warned consumers not
to eat certain jars of Peter Pan
or Great Value peanut butter
because of the risk of contamination.
The affected jars have a product code on the lid that begins
with the number "2111." The
affected jars are made by ConAgra in a single facility in
Sylvester, Ga., the FDA said.
Great Value peanut butter
made by other manufacturers
is not affected, the agency said.
ConAgra said it was recalling products as a precaution.
"Although none of our extensive product tests have indicated the presence of salmonella, we are taking this precautionary measure because
consumer health and safety is
out top priortity," spokesman
Chris Kircher said. "We are
working closely with the FDA
to better understand its concerns, and we will take whatever additional measures are
needed to ensure the safety.
quality and wholesomeness of
our products."
The largest number of cases

were reported in New York,
Pennsylvania, Virginia. Tennessee and Missouri.
Salmonella infection is
known each year to sicken about
40,000 people in the United
States, according to the CDC.
Salmonellosis, as the infection
is known, kills about 600 people annually.
Symptoms of salmonella can
include diarrhea, fever, dehydration, abdominal pain and
vomiting.
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Storm moves out to sea,
leaves snow, cold behind
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Andrus adding to
impressive resume
FORMER MHS,MSU KICKER SIGNS
CONTRACT WITH NFL CHAMPS
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Shane Andrus' professional football career received new life last
weekend.
The former Murray High School
and Murray State kicker, whà was
cut by the Indianapolis Colts just
before the start of the 2006 NFL
season, signed another free agent
contract with the newly-crowned
Super Bowl champions on Feb. 10.
Andrus — who will always be
remembered fondly by Murray
State fans for booting the gamewinning field goal to beat Eastern
Illinois for the Racers' last Ohio
Valley Conference championship in
2002 — inked a three-year deal
with the National Football League
franchise, giving him another
opportunity to earn a roster spot.
But first thing's first for the former All-OVC selection.
Following a camp in Tampa,
Fla., in mid-March, Andrus will be
assigned by the Colts to one of six
NFL Europe teams. He will play in
the developmental league from
April through June before returning
to the United States to attend the
Colts' training camp.
The time in NFL Europe will
give Andrus the opportunity to

Former Murray High and Murray
State standout Shane Andrus,
shown here on the Indianapolis
sideline during the 2006 NFL
preseason, recently agreed to
terms on his second free agent
contract with the Super Bowl
champion Colts.
showcase his skills to other NFL
teams. He is bound by contract to
the Colts, but could be given a
release if another team shows interest in awarding him a roster spot.
•See ANDRUS, 2B

LOUISVILLE HOOPS

Starting to develop
some Caracter
L RWARD FINALLY
CONTRIBINING FOR CARDINALS
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The 10 games and a lot of tough love
text messages would start soon after from a former Cardinal who knows
every Louisville game. one friend what it's like to spend time in
Pitino's doghouse, but the player
hitting up another.
For most of the season, it's how Pitino likened to Charles Barkley
Derrick Caracter and Earl Clark finally seems ready to grow up.
"It's just getting that hunger
communicated on game days.
Caracter texting Clark what he back, that love back for the game."
thought about the game. Clark tex- Caracter said.
It's a love Caracter rediscovered
ting the big guy back to say the
just in time to help the Cardinals
Cardinals needed him.
They'd come to Louisville (18-8, 8-4 Big East) scratch their
together "to accomplish things" as way back into contention for an
Clark put it, yet while Clark blos- NCAA tournament berth. With the
somed into one of Louisville's most 6-foot-8, 265-pounder taking some
pleasant surprises, Caracter spent of the pressure off center David
months battling his weight, coach Padgett, the Cardinals have put
together impressive wins over
Rick Pitino and himself.
"I guess I was in my own world, South Florida and No. 7 Pittsburgh.
Caracter posted his first career
just thinking about things further
down the line instead of just worry- double-double in the win over the
ing about where I'm at right now Bulls, scoring 16 points and graband getting the job done here first," bing 10 rebounds. He followed it up
with eight points and four rebounds
Caracter said.
it took a little encouragement against Pittsburgh, holding his own
from his teammates, a handful of against the Panther's all-Big East
suspensions that have limited him to center, senior Aaron Gray.
SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Times

:Murray State's Shawn Witherspoon (22) challenges Tennessee State's Clarence Matthews (54) in the lane during the
:second half of the Racers 64-60 overtime loss to the Tigers in OVC action Wednesday night.

MSU BLOWS 10-POINT LEAD VERSUS TIGERS
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
It wasn't a massacre.
But this Valentine's Day may live in
4.
tInfamy for the Murray State Rakers, as far
as the fate of their 2006-07 season is concerned.
i, Another inexplicable late-game collapse was again the culprit, as the Racers
broke the hearts of their fans with a shock:Mg 64-60 overtime loss to seventh-place
Tennessee State on Wednesday night at the
egional Special Events Center.
With it. the Tigers (11-17, 7-11 OVC)
s
an arrow to the heart of Murray's
/sent
{chances to secure a first-round home game
in the upcoming Ohio Valley Conference
t Tournament.
t Should the Racers(13-13, 11-7)— who
dipped to fifth place in the league standings — fail to finish in one of the top four
..spots, it would mean the program's first{ever road game in the first round of tourna:ment play.
: However, his team's postseason itinertary is the least of Murray State head coach
tBilly Kennedy's worries at this point.
The first-year MSU skipper must first
'Sind a solution for what ails his squad in
'the closing minutes of games.
In three of their last four losses, the
Racers have incomprehensibly blown big
second-half leads, including a 10-point
bulge with just over six minutes left in regulation against TSU. .
"It's about managing the last eight min-

!

utes of a game," said Kennedy."For whatTennessee St 64, Rams HO, OT
ever reason, when we tend to get a little bit
TENNESSEE ST.(11-17)
our
run
and
tired, we don't push (the ball)
Houston 3-12 1-2 7. Matthews 3-9 4-6 10, Turner
2-4 2-2 6, Ervin 0-5 0-0 0. Belton 7-10 1-2 18.
break all the way through, and we take
Weaver 8-9 1-4 21. Ivy 0-0 0-0 0. Bohannon 1-2 0quick shots.
0 2. TOtalls24:51 9-16 64.
"When we do that, it puts all the presMURRAY ST.(13-13)
Witherspoon 7-15 1.1 17. Williams 4-11 2-2 10.
sure on our defense and our post reboundHorton 1-3 1-2 4. George 2-8 2-3 6. Carter 5-11 0ing. ... We tend to have an attitude that
0 12, Holloway 0-5 3-4 3. 0 Thomas 1-2 0-0 2.
when we're up eight or nine and we're
Parker 0-0 0-0 0, Paul 3-50-1 6, Easley 0-0 0-0 0
Totals 23-60 9-13 60.
playing well, we've won. That's just a lack
Halftime — Murray State 26-21 End Of
of maturity and a lack of respecting the
Regulation — Tied 52. 3-PoInt Goals —
game. The game's not over until the horn
Tennessee St. 7-16 (Weaver 4-5. Belton 3-4.
Bohannon 0-1, Ervin 0-2, Houston 0-4). Murray St.
goes off," he added.
5-17 (Carter 2-2. Witherspoon 2-6. Horton 1-1,
Murray learned that lesson the hard
Williams 0-1 George 0-3, Holloway 0-4) Fouled
way in the closing minutes of regulation,
Out — None Rebounds — Tennison Si. 36
Turner 11). Murray St. 36
a
with
half
second
(Matthews,
as the Tigers closed the
(Witherspoon 9) Assists — Tonneeme St. 17
13-3 scoring nm to send the contest to an
(Ervin 7). Murray St. 15 (George 5) Total Fouls
extra five-minute session.
— Tennessee St 16, Murray St. 19. A — 2,218
the
In those fateful final six minutes,
Racers managed just one field goal — a centage, but everybody knows he can
jumper by Shawn Witherspoon with 5:21 shoot now. ... We've got to get some presto play. MSU would score just one more ence around the basket, we've got to get to
point — a free throw by Ray George with the free throw line and we've got to block
2:53 left — in regulation.
out. We're not improving enough to win
The Racers shot 44 percent in the sec- games right now."
ond half, but often settled for quick jumpDespite the late collapse, the Racers
shots, including a series of untimely and still had a chance to win the game in reguunnecessary 3-point attempts. MSU's best lation.
shooter, sophomore guard '1)4er Holloway,
George, holding the ball near midfinished 0-4-5 from the floor, including 0- court, burned off all but about eight secof-4 from behind the arc.
onds of the clock before starting his drive
"Until we can get a little more disci- to the basket.
plined offensively and be smarter and a litAs he entered the lane, he dished to
tle more solid, we're going to be a team Bruce Carter in the left corner, but Carter's
that wins one and loses one,- Kennedy
See RACERS,2B
noted.'Tyler Holloway shoots a good per-

AP

Derrick Caracter slams home this basket against Georgetown
College in Louisville on Nov. 1, 2006
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NASCAR

Waltrip ensnared in scandal
WALTRIP'S CREW CHIEF THROWN OUT FOR ILLEGAL SUBSTV\CE
DAY FONA BEACH, Ha
The Daytona 500 is
1API
supposed ii) he d NASCAR celebration A cheating scandal has
made it a mockery
[Ave teams have been busted
Ii breaking the rules, including
Michael
iwo time
winner
Waltrip. who humiliated Toyota
hy flagrantly violating the code
ol NASCAR's garage in the
Japanese automaker's dehut
Naltnp lost two key crew
when
members Wednesday
NAM'NH penalized his team
or using a tuel additive in
preparations lor the Super Bowl
of racing It continued a weeklong crackdown on cheating hy
a sant honing body fed up with
teams continued attempts ni
flout the rule hook
t. ,,er!,
-It's been rough on ,
t-.4.1!,. we're here to celebrate a
race.- said NAM'AR compel;
non duck:tot Rohm Pemberton
Instead, we're busy dealing
ith all ot this
Walirm's crew c Mel and
ieani duet,iii Ken: suspended
indefinitely at tei a fuel additice
was found during inspection
HU( Waltrip. docked 100 poiffls.
will he allowed to participate in
Ihur +day 1.1Lt's that dot:Milne
the held tot the 500
Das ti Ilvder, his c.rew .1net.
w,is thrown out of the gamy):

Haversteck
Insurance Agency

Pf

State Ames
ksitrancst

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th SL • Murray, KY •753-3415

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National Basketball Association
All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L Pct GB
W
—
29 24 547
Toronto
New Jersey
25 29 463 41/2
6
23 30 434
New York
12
17 36 321
Philadelphia
15
13 38 255
Boston
Southeast Division
L Pct GB
W
—
29 21 580
Washington
27 26 509 3 1 2
Orlando
4
Miami
26 26 500
9
21 31 404
Atlanta
11
19 33 365
Charlottp
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
-32 19627
30 22 577 21.2
Cleveland
28 24 538 4 1'2
Indiana
29 25 537 4 112
Crocago
14
19 34 358
Milwaukee

AP
NASCAR driver Michael Waltrip, right, watches as his crew works on his Toyota during practice Wednesday for Sunday's running of the Daytona 500
and

I 'lied

S 111(),0041

IllonetatA

the
title

IH

N SCAR history leant director
144)hby Kennett% also was kicked
\NAHA, ,aikl ii,,' sk as

but tried to
hlaine to an unidentified
Indic 'dual v. iihin his team
an
- 1 his is not the ak.tIon
organization, a inamilacturei
Mid ettlbartasscilS
sill It

From Page 1B
lust taking an% oppornimis I call
i.xt said Andrus, who is .urrentls working
at 1 list Drum Mortage Ii 1.0(1155111e 1Ahlie
'Fhere
,i.111111111flg his training regimen
s ir littleoppcounity in this league. so
sou se got to take it if kith: 1011ieS .11014i \
sirlied his lust piii 1,111111.41,1 with
i he(•t.lts last year and ,onipcied hti !oh as
kiL kei during the team training .. 4111
Inc.e.1,41
play inr in all
In

But Andrus chanse Iiia Irish:I spot v.a5
thwarted when All Pro place ki.ker Adam
last
(
who slpied 4.1111
\ mai ler)
with the New
.1 SWUM
\tat 11
Willed 111C it.,1111 utter
I rightful Patriots
iCi o%ering In iii a pIeNC.rstill WWI \

sponsor.- Waltrip said in a
statement. This was an independent act done without consent ot authorizatit)n troin me or
any oh my exectal% e management team
l'he s,andal I bl Led the
loy ()la group, which now is
wondering whether it aligned
itsclt with the right people
'Ake will has e some further

dr,c1.1‘,14,11, with that team and
decide what our relationship is
going to he in the future.- said
Lee White. general manager of
Toyota Racing Development.
NASCAR
het ore
even
announced the penalties "We
hold till1 oN.it people tI a Serhigh standard, and certainly we
hope that we'se partnered with
the right people.-

Arnim. spent the entire 2)1416 season on
the sidelines. 'A41111112 11,1 an opportunity that
nese! same
• I was OM: 01 tht: last tilts, So they called
me iiiV‘t..ek 16 when Adam got hurt again,"
he recalled "But they brought in ancither
kit ker, and tVinatien ohs iously got better
Ilicre's usually only
and same hack
three II tour opportunities unit season, so it
tough to break through
With no kicking lob as tilible. Andtus
spew the 2i010) campaign training while
%corking as a seasonal employee with the
United Parcel Service in LAnnsville and tor
( hlitiii Monage
111 the while, he kept 01) with the Colts'
rill' th“,
(0) the pla\..,41... valikh climaxed
51 1 111 4 `lupe' Ri1V, I \Il ic tory o% CU the

'hi,, ago Bears earlier this month
"It was different tot the from past Super
Howls.- Andrus admitted "Being triends
with some (il those guy s. Ii was tun to waich
. It was neat
and hard not to root 11)r them
to be able to hang around with ill-w1011S1.1. the
hest team in the NH.
Alter wrapping up his work at ()film
Mortage, Andrus will he returning to
Murray in early March to train heft ire tract:ling to 'Tampa tor camp
''I' nu past trying to train :yid stay- in shape
as much as I can.- he said. "It's been hard ii
kick (in Louisville) because the weathers
been had, and there's really not that many
(Returning to Murray I will
places to go
go.e me a good c haute to come hadk honke
and get ha.k in a kicking grooce

Sports
44,

lier.VeSdneling

3pon.5ored By

John wilearns

•Andrus
I
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Voted

Faecal's
Restaurant
. 2006

t6emaey
g

Ai

ik

"
Aathi hotmcA Spacial.%

Tues. - SaL (11 am-3 prril • Each Includes Side Salad

$6"

Dimitri's Chicken
Grilled Chicken Breast

$599

Hawaiian Chicken
$599

Chicken Tenders
Chopped Steak

$599
$599

Beef Kabob
Classic Spaghetti
Fettuccini Alfredo

$599

$599

1,11e41 Kith honk nub:,

Cajun Alfredo
Chicken Parmigiana

8 Oz. Ribeye

$599
$599

"
$6

ALL DAY SPECIAL (TUin.-sum)
- *9.99
8 OZ SIRLOIN
with one side and salad
Tuesday - Thursday 6 p.m.-9 p.m.

1501 N. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-4521

pro

•Racers
From Page 1B

O The Murray Youth Sports
Association (YSPO will hold signups for its 2007 baseball and softball seasons today through
Saturday outside the north
VVai-Mart
entrance of the
Supercenter
Registration hours will be from
4 10 7 pm today and Fnday and
from Pa m to 3 p m on Saturday
Registration is also open to players who live outside of Murray
and Calloway County
Beginning age for tee-ball
baseball is 4-years-old. and softball is 5 The age level for baseball is determined by the player's
age before May 1, 2007 The age
level for softball is determined by
the player's age on January 1 of
The Murray
the current year
YSA is sanctioned by the United
Sports
Specialty
States
Association USSSAI
The total entry fee for baseball
and softball is $50 which
includes team Jerseys and hats
Late stignups with no penalty will
be at the Murray-Calloway
County Park office on Payne
Street through Feb 23 Sign-ups
after that dates are sublect to a
$10 late fee
For further information contact the Murray-Calloway County
Park office at 762-0325, or YSA
President Alan Lollar at 8096858

SCOTT NANNEY Ledger & Times
Racer guard Ed Horton tries to shoot over the outstretched
arms of Tennessee State's Reiley Ervin (2) during first-half
action of Wednesday's OVC contest at the RSEC. Horton was
lust 1 -of-3 from the floor for only four points on the night.
potential game-winning 3-pointer appeared to be deflected and
fell well short of the basket.
sending the game to overtime.
In the extra session. the Tigers
used their size and athleticism to
their advantage in outsconng the
Racers I 2-ti tor the victory.
Murray 's deficiencies were
glaringly evident in overtime, as
1•51 grabbed offensive rebounds
on its first tour possessions.
Clarence
forward
allow mg
Matthews to inflict some damage
The 6-foot-7. 250-pound4-053tor literally threw his weight
around in overtime. sconng six
clt his 10 points and pulling down
tour of his I I rebounds to lead
the lefilles'oee State charge.
Riding their big man. the Tigers
scored stx of the first seven
pciints in the extra trame.
"I thought Clarence Matthews
er and showed the phy
tt .ok
we lack on the offensive
glass.- said Kennedy "We gave
them life._ They're very athletic and %cry big.(her a long penoil of time, size and athleticism is
going to will games fOr you. We
allowed them to stretch it out. We
should have put it away.The Tigers built as much as a
six -point lead 161-551 in overtime. And they would need it. as
the Racers took advantage of
sonic TSU miscues in the final
seconds to draw closer.
A steal and a jumper by

Boggess Mini Storage

S (17.

HALF PRICE APPETIZERS

Thursday's Games
Dallas at Houston 8 p m
Cleveland at LA Lakers 1030 pro
Friday's Games
No games scheduled
Saturday's Games
No games scheduled
Sunday's Games
NBA All Star Game at Las Vegas 7

X s. s

•The summer basebalIlsoftbait sign-ups at Kirksey Park will
be held on several dates this
month
Sign-ups at Kirksey Methodist
Church will be held from 10 a m
to 2 p ro on Feb. 17. from 5 to 7
pm on Feb 23 and from 10 a m
to 2 p.m on Feb 24. On Feb 21.
the First Methodist Church will
hold sign-ups from 8 a.m. to 3
pm
Sign-ups will also be held at
Beanies BP in Benton froom 4 to
6 p rn on Feb 20 and from 3 to 5
p m On Feb 22 The sign-ups will
include T-Ball, baseball and softball Applications ae available at
Orscheln and The Trophy Case in
Murray and at Beanies BP

I,, ,, t11,'

$599

Tuesday's Games
Miami 104 Portland as
San Antonio 107, New Jersey 82
Dallas 99 Milwaukee 93
Memphis 108 New Orleans 104
Toronto 112 chic....390 111
Houston 109 Sacramento 104 CT
Nev. York 107 LA Lakers 106
Wednesday's Games
inthana 114 Memphis 104
Orlando 103. Portland 91
Toronto 120 New Jersey 109
Charlotte 100, Chicago 85
Washington 92. Philadelphia 85
Boston 117 Milwaukee 97
San Antonio 90 Detroit 81
Minnesota 99 Denver 94
New Orleans 110. Sacramento 93
Utah 99 Cleveland 98
Seattle 114. Phoenix 90
Golden State 120 New York 101
Atlanta 96. L A Clippers 93

National Basketball Association
All Times CST
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
L Pct GB
W
43 9 827
Dallas
35 18 660 8 1/2
San Antonio
33 18 647 9 1/2
Houston
25 2647218 1/2
New Orleans
14 40 259
30
Memphis
Northwest Division
GB
LPct
W
—
35 17 673
Utah
26 25 510 81.2
Denver
10
25 27 481
Minnesota
14
22 32 407
Portland
15
385
32
20
Seattle
Pacttic Division
L Pct GB
W
—
39 13 750
Phoenix
30 23 566 91/2
LA Lakers
LA Clippers
25 28 47214 1/2
15
25 29 463
Golden Slate
22 29 43116 12
Sacramento

"A Better Place To Store'

NOW OPEN
270-759-5555

1475 121 N., Murray, KY
Guard Armory)

February FREE With 2 Mo. Paid Rent
5x10 to 10x30 -

Witherspoon pulled MSU to
within just 61-58 with 48 seconds to go. and Dwayne Paul's
layup and a foul sliced the deficit
to only two at 62-60. But Paul
couldn't convert the three-point
play at the line, and the Tigers hit
2-of-4 free throws in the final 17
seconds I() seal the victory.
The TSIll guards also killed
the Racers.
After going a combined 2-420 in Monday's loss at Austin
Peay, Ladanous N'eaxer and
Andrae Belton combined for 39
points on 15-4-19 shooting,
I ncluding a combined 7-4-10
effort from 3-point range.
"For them to shoot like that, it
says a lot tor Tennessee State,Kennedy sand I want to give
them credit for that.MAY'S UMW SPONSORED IT:

Lindy Suitor
wooer Kyoto rano*icy
10 lOISoo row BO ~arcs
roivoci
MN Maio SI. • 753-51142

TV, radio
TODAY
AUTO RACING
5:30 p.m.
SPEED -- NASCAR Craftsman Truck
Series pole qualifying for Chevy
Silvered° HO 250 at Daytona Beach
Fla
GOLF
2 p.m.
TGC - PGA Tour Nissan Open first
round at Peak Paksades Calif
5:30 p.m.
TGC - LPGA SRS Open first round,
at Kahuku Hawaii
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN - Providence an Notre Dame
7:30 p.m.
FSN - UCLA at Arizona sr
p.m.
ESPN2 — Massachusetts at Fordham
930 p.m.
FSN - Oregon SI at Stanford
NBA BASKETBALL
7:15 p.m.
TNT - Niles at Houston
930 p,m.
TNT - Cleveland at L A Lasem
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
p.m.
ESPN2- Wayland at Florida S1

LOCAL
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Eating Disorders Awareness Week 2007
programs to be at Murray State University

on

GB
1 2
1?
12
30
GB
1 2'
10
14
15
GB
1/2
112
15
1,2

ly, the cause affects 36 mil- Disorder Awareness Week. The what she has to eat. Solve the
lion people in the United States. only way to help those who mystery.
Wednesday, Feb. 23:
That cause is an eating disor- are dealing with an eating dis*Love Your Body Fair —
der. It can come in the form order is to fully understand the
of anorexia, bulimia or binge nature of the disorder. MSU Uniting the Mind, Body and
eating. But wait, before you stop students, faculty, staff and the Spirit. 10:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.,
reading, this isn't another lec- general public are invited to Curris Center, Second Floor.
ture for you to gain weight or these events. The more people Interactive and fun booths sponlose weight. Your help is need- who understand the serious- sored by student organizations
ed. You have friends that will ness of these disorders, the on-campus and businesses
be affected academically, men- greater chance we will have around the community. The
tally, socially and physically. to reach those who are deal- booths aim to enhance selfIt could be your co-worker, ing with this them before it is esteem, increase self-awareness
4.and self-acceptance, promote
roommate, sorority sister or to late.
The program at Murray State healthy lifestyle choices, and
fraternity brother. If you don't
encourage healthy fun and
take time to help them these will run as follows:
Thursday, Feb. 22, and relaxation.
are some of the side affects
•Global Taste Test — 10:30
Friday, Feb. 23:
they could suffer.
Photo provided
•Information tables and white a.m.-2:30 p.m., Curris Center
Anorexia can cause heart
FOOD DISCUSSION: In recognition of Food Check-Out Day,
failure, kidney failure, hair loss, ribbon promotion — 10 a.m.- Rocking Chair Lounge. ParticCathy Pleasants, left, Kentucky Farm Bureau Women's
osteoporosis and lanugo, which 12 p.m., Curris Center, Sec- ipants discover what foods are
considered healthy in cultures
is hair growth over the entire ond Floor.
Advisory Committee Chair, met with Senator Kenneth Winters
from around the world. MSU's
Thursday, Feb. 22:
body including the face. Bulimto extol the value inherent in the food that Kentuckians pur•Great Jeans Exchange — international students are always
ia can cause gastric rupture,
chase and consume. Pleasants also distributed baskets of
II
the
of
a.m.-4 p.m., Curris Center involved in this event and cook
rupture
or
inflammation
Kentucky grown and packaged items as part of the day's
esophagus, tooth decay, stain- Ohio Room. Almost everyone the healthy dishes of their home
activities.
ing, chronic irregular bowel has a pair of jeans that is just countries.
Thursday, March 1:
movements, peptic ulcers and too small or too big. Exchange
•What Not to Wear. 7 p.m.
those jeans that don't fit anypancreatitis.
Unfortunately, obesity due more for a new pair that fits Wrather Museum Auditorium.
Like the popular TLC televito binge eating can also cause your body right now.
sion show, What Not to Wear,
Monday, Feb. 26:
severe side affects such as high
•Through the Looking Glass this program will have women
blood pressure, high cholesterol levels, heart disease, Type — 7 p.m., Thoroughbrewed and men of all shapes and
II diabetes, and gallbladder dis- Cafe at Hart College. A night sizes discussing what styles of
These are medical con- of poetry readings and story- clothing best fit their body
ease.
not
does
feel
moment
the
of
scends the challenges of life.
Question: 1 - recently
that will affect the qual- telling to increase understand- types.
ditions
like giving up self for anothIn this chosen and commitheard a woman say that
Friday, March 2:
ity of life for the person who ing of eating disorders.
er person. Emotional love
ted love, romance and passhe loves her husband, but
in front of Carr.
•Canines
and
27,
Feb.
Tuesday,
them.
suffering
is
with
satfall
concerned
about
and
more
rise
is
may
sion
she is not "in love" with
10:30 am.-noon, Carr Health
Eating disorders are com- Wednesday, Feb. 28:
the seasons of life; but it
isfying selfish desires of the
him. What does this
•Room with a View — Tues- front lawn. Participants have
also can grows richer, fuller
plex and hard to understand
moment and often leads to
mean? How can you love
and freer because of this
unless you have personally day II a.m.-4 p.m., Wednes- a chance to pet and play with
and not be in love?
some very unwise choices.
secure atmosphere.
Some of these choices result
experienced them. To raise day 10:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m., Cur- dogs from Murray's Pet TherAnswer: The concept of
in a trail of miserable, broawareness and understanding ris Center Dance Lounge. At apy program.
This choice to love
loving but not being "in
For more information on prounconditionally is the love of ken relationships.
love" sounds to me like a
of these disorders, the Murray this program, visitors will live
which the Bible speaks and
way of saying that I still
State University Women's Cen- the life of a college female gramming or eating disorders.
Only a marriage based on
care for my spouse, but I no is not a feeling that comes
ter has put together several with a deadly secret. Explore contact the Women's Center at
love modeled after the love
and goes. Jesus said, "A
longer feel the romantic pasof Christ can build a genprograms for 2007's Eating her room, read her journal. see (270) 809-3140.
new command I give you:
sion for him that was once
uine romantic love affair of
Love one another. As I have
a part of our relationship.
a lifetime. "Husbands, love
While this may be a genuine loved you, so you must love
your wives," we are told,
one another" (John 13:34).
problem for some, for others
"just as Christ loved the
commandis
that
love
This
it has become a way to
church and gave himself up
ed, like the love of Jesus. is for her to make her holy,
rationalize either having an
Murray State University will Arts Council, the Cintas Foun- of Anhinga Poets (Anhinga
an intentional decision to
extramarital affair or asking
be hosting a poetry reading by dation and the Writer's Voice. Press).
cleansing her by the washing
seek the highest eternal good with water through the word, Cuban-American poet Silvia Other awards include the JesHowever,
for a divorce.
A native of-Cuba. Curbelo
of the one loved.
the whole scenario reflects a
and to present her to himself Curbelo on Tuesday, Feb. 20. sica Nobel Maxwell Poetry lives in Tampa. Fla., and is
failure to understand the true
We are also told, "This is as a radiant church, without
Curbelo is the author of Prize from American Poetry editor for Organica magazine.
meaning of love.
love: not that we loved God, stain or wrinkle or any other
Curbelo will give the readpoetry collections, includ- Review and the James Wright
three
but that he loved us and
Love between a man and
blemish, but holy and blame- ing Ambush, winner of the Poetry Prize from Mid-Amer- ing at 7:30 p.m. in the Clara
sent his Son as an atoning
.woman usually begins with
F..gle Gallery of, the poyle.
less. In this same way, hus- 2004 Main Street Rag chap- ican Review.
isccifsalac
::91traictk9n that may axas.,,to
ought to love their
been pub- Fine Arts Center on Murray
bands
have
poems
Her
The
and
competition,
book
feelings of romance and pas- John 4:10-11). This unconwives as their own bodies.
Secret History of Water, avail- lished widely in literary mag- State's campus. Her reading will
ditional, self-sacrificing love
sion. If this romantic feelHe who loves his wife loves
azines and such anthologies as be followed by a reception and
able from Anhinga Press.
in
value
creates
God
a
of
not
is
it
very
ing is love,
one
no
all,
After
himself.
Body Electric (WW. Nor- book signing in the Faculty
The
fellowpoetry
received
She
those who are loved. The
fully developed love. Couever hated his own body,
greatness of his love is
ships from the National Endow- ton) and Snakebird: Thirty Years Club.
ples who get married at this
but he feeds and cares for
shown by the greatness of
point often end up in
ment for the Arts, the Florida
just as Christ does the
it,
to
Son
his
of
sacrifice
the
the
because
divorce court
church" (Ephesians 5:25-29).
save us from sin. His love
everyday routines and
With this kind of marriage,
values us that much. Only
responsibilities of life have a
John Deere, Husqvarna, Scag, Snapper, Ferris
we will both love and be
a committed, self-sacrificing
way of quickly dampening
out
find
To
Good thru March 15, 2007
"in love" at the same time.
and unconditional love will
romance and passion. Howwhat's
down
lead a person to lay
ever, true love is an intellihappenin
his life for another. Of his
gent and willful choice that
Send questions or comments
in
own love for us. Jesus said,
your
we must make. Those who
to University Church of Christ,
continue to deepen their rela- "Greater love has no one
community
801 N. 12th. Murray, KY 42071
All For Only
Clean Air Filter
than this, that he lay down
tionship and choose to love
read the
or phone 270-753-1881. This
Check Firing
his life for his friends"
and commit themselves to
article is reproduced on the
Check & Adjust Carburetor
(John 15:13). In contrast, a
one another for life in marSharpen Blade
web: www.nchrist.org
emotions
the
on
based
love
tranthat
riage, have a bond
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
FREE pick-up & delivery
Grease & Lube where needed
within 5 miles
We all have goals and dreams
that we hope to accomplish.
For many of us a college
degree is how we plan on getting- there. College is not an
easy undertaking physically,
emotionally or financially. A
semester for a full-time college student can end up costing thousands of dollars. The
pressure to maintain a high GPA
leads to sleepless nights.
Sadly, many who begin college will never finish, their
tuition money will be wasted,
their GPA will fall along with
their grades, they will drop
out of college and all of their
goals and dreams will die. These
students will never become the
teachers, writers, accountants,
or engineers that they dreamed
of being.
Why is it that these students who were once so full
of ambition fail? Unfortunate-

What does Jesus say about love?

By Richard Youngblood, Minister at University
Church of Christ

Poetry reading by Silvia Curbelo

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
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HERITAGE BANK ELECTRONIC STATEMENTS

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter

killed
d 2-ofAustin
r and
for 39
}ming.
-of-10
that, it
State,"
o give

$4995

LEDGER & TIMES

All For Only

$8995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & Filter

INTELLIGENT: VIEW 3 MONTHS OF STATEMENTS AT A TIME

if needed

Grease & Lube

All For Only

Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing
New

CONVENIENCE: THE EASE OF PERSONAL ONLINE BANKING

SY:
4W
119so

EFFICIENCY: NO MORE PAPER STATEMENTS

EXPEDITIOUS: RECEIVE STATEMENTS MORE TIMELY

$10995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

-5842
1•1Mi

ZERO TURN

SAFETY: RELIABLE, SECURE ACCESS TO YOUR STATEMENT

Truck
ki&GP

Imagine how easy checking your monthly information can be with Heritage Bank
Electronic Statements!Just another neighborly servicefrom yourfruit& at Heritage Bank.
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HOPRINSVILLE

MURRAY
ERIN

ELKTON

CADIZ RENTON

PLEASANT VIEW

CALVERT CITY

ASHLAND CITY

FULTON

Change Oil 8. Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spar* Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

All For Only

S

149

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

(Any Additional Parts & Labor At Additional costs,)

KINSGSTON SPRINGS

Murray Home & Auto
www.murrayhomeandauto.com
TBALL
St

753-2571

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00
Sat. 7:30-12:00

Chestnut St.
Murray

1
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TV Listings Friday, February 16,2007
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FRIDAY MORNING
,A:B.C,D 6.00 1 6:30
ekliii-ABC 2 2

ask AK 3 3 3

.Good Morning America'

.News

w5114 VC 4 4

News

arlF-CSS 5 . 5 .

9:30 10:00 10.30 11:00 11.30
8:30 1 9:00
Maras(N)
Regis and Kelly .The View N,I
Tyre Baia Show
Radial Rey -N a The View IN)I ,

7:00 j 7:30 8:00
Good Morning America

00, News

2

Today

.News S

Newts

Else Show
The
Club
4
I I 'Talk- 1Y & R
Price Is RigIt
The Early Shove a Mont* Williams it The 714

*PSCeNOC 6 6 6 6 News st

Today I!

12884-ABC 7 7

Good Morning America

7 Good Morning

Regis and Kelly

[Moab&(N)1

Newel

tThe View 1W I

Jeep-

Nalil

Jaen

Rogers

IOW lIttS 8 8
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Judge Meals IL Peoples Cowl
.Myster- . Myster Court
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:Breakfast Snow
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17 8321
Torn
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.Today
White
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For
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Ai IL-pm 21 21 5 11 Noddy Arthur Curious 1 Clifford Dragon Big
Sesame Street = Caillou Barney
••
ir0**-101 22 16 10
One
.GirlChapel Griffith Liberty* ilseld
Braley- Paid
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Paid
85.-1cs

,PN

SportsCanter S
24 29 2E S SportsCenter S iSponeCenter S
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5 lake and Mike in the Morning Use.

VPN2
MT.
TLC
LIFE
SA

De Oars Inquest
Miley Paid
r
Nebel Rogers
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OPTIMISM: Murray Middle School students, in grades six through eight, choserrfor the month
of January for the character trait "optimism" have been chosen. Teachers turn in the names of t.
the students as they work on a different character trait every month. Pictured are: Front Row,i:!
Kirby Pittman, Daniel Hughes, Davey Mauney, Lucas Anderson, Taylor Alvey and Lauren..
Owens; Middle Row, Eboni Blanton, Brandon Story, Danielle Dolack, Andrea Graham, Adam....
Melton, Logan Parker, Zon Taylor and Molly Griffin; Back Row, Cassie Olazabal, Jamal Felton,
Josh Addison, Grant Darnell and Matthew Campbell.

It's serious now
'Idol' makes cuts
he wasn't one of the strongest
singers. Cowell even praised
his "great personality."
Next Tuesday, the top 12
male singers are in the hot
seat, and, on Wednesday, the
women follow-.
The men are - drumroll,
please - Sligh, Sanjaya
Malakar, Brandon Rogers,
Philip Stacy, Blake Lewis, Rudy
Cardenas, Paul Kim, A.J. Tabaldo, Nicholas Pedro, Chris
Richardson, Jared Cotter and
Jason "Sundance" Head.
And the ladies: Melinda
Doolittle, Gina Glocksen, Haley
Sparks,
Jordin
Scarnato.
"I wasn't expecting this at Stephanie Edwards, Leslie
all -- and nobody was," Rhodes Hunt, Alaina Alexander, SabJones,
said Later.
Things were better for curly- Nicole Tranquillo, Amy Krebs
haired lokester Chris Sligh, who and Antonella Barba.
Their ages and hometowns
succeeded in winning over
Simon Cowell. Randy Jackson were not immediately availand Paula Abdul even Ihiiiieh able.

NEW YORK IAP) -- No
more audition silliness. Its time
to get serious on "American
Idol."
The hix talent show trimmed
down the competition Wednesday night. leaving 24 semifinalists - 12 men and 12 women
- Iii SIC tOr the "Idol" title
and a record contract. 'The decision-making finale will be held
in May.
Marisa
"Idol'
hopeful
Rhodes broke down in the elevator after she was told she
wasn't going through to the
next round. saying "I don't get
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Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear Nose & Throat Care
Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required

Dr. Phillip Klepper

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (API .
- Soon you can call her the
coal miner's doctor.
Loretta Lynn is slated to •;
receive an honorary doctorate
of music from Berklee Col-'
lege of Music during her March
17 performance at the Grand
Ole Opry.
The honor from the Boston
college puts the 71-year-old '
Lynn into a select group of
recording artists that includes
Duke Ellington, Tony Bennett,
Aretha Franklin, Quincy Jones,
B.B. King, Bonnie Rain, EBEL,'

Sciiregi',. Sting and Sarah
Vaughan.
"Loretta Lynn's songs have
squarely addressed real-life situations faced by many women,
and she's used her artistry to
deal openly with themes like
loyalty, divorce, desire and
women's role in society before
others in country music,"
Berklee President Roger Brown
said in a release Wednesday.
Lynn's many hits include
"Coal Miner's Daughter," "You
Ain't Woman Enough" and
"The Pill."
Since beginning her career
in 1960, the Butcher Hollow,
Ky.. native has written more
than 160 songs and released
70 albums, 17 of which have
gone to No. I.
In 1972, she was the first
woman ever named Entertainer of the Year by the Country
Music Association. She's won:7.
three Grammy Awards, was'
elected to the Country Music
Hall of Fame in 1988 and •
received the Kennedy Center
Honors in 2003.
Her most recent record is
2(XJ4's "Van Lear Rose." which
she recorded with the White
Stripes' Jack White.

Most Insurance Accepted
Beverly Jones - Audiologist

To find out
what's
happenin
in your
community
read the

Patricia Klapper RN - Hearing Aid Specialist

Physician's Hearing Center
Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071
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Murray Ledger & rime. Fair Housing Act Notice
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SENIOR SUPPORT
SERVICES ASSOCIATE

Sales Coordinator

The Purchase District Health Department is
seeking applicants to fill a full-time position as
a Senior Support Services Associate based at
the Calloway County Health Center in Murray,
KY. Duties include, but are not limited to: data
entry, clerical, receptionist and medical
records. Starting salary is $8.30 per hour or
$622.50 bi-weekly.
Education/Experience: High school diploma or
GED. One year of moderately difficult administrative Of clerical experience in a medical,
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GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
GALL 753-1916
11$•4 4
1 5144
weddings/seniors
Since 1989

270-753-1001
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do OCCUE
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
Lad aid Feted
FOUND on 2/11: male
gray Schnauzer. Collar,
no ID. Vicinity of Hwy.
121N. Call to identify
753-1168
FOUND near Murray
Place on Tuesday 2/13:
mixed breed male
puppy. Brown & black,
medium build, chain
collar. Very obedient.
731-676-2183
LOST: Female Setter,
White with Orange
spots, Irvin Cobb area.
753-7200

AVON: choose you
hours & your income
We have benefits.
JOIN TODAY and get a
FREE GIFT.
1-888-570-6498
or
270-761-3878
DIGITAL
Printer
Operator needed for
2nd shift with a growing
small business. 30
hours per week to start
with expected increase
to 40 hours per week.
This is a full-time position with benefits. 4PIA1 0PM Monday through
Friday
with
some
weekends. Computer
experience required.
Send resume and letter
application
of
to
Automated Direct Mail,
1410 North 12th St..
Suite 0, Murray. KY
42071.
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be just the place
for you!

API* at
Mallet Ms America
1413 Olve Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
DRIVERS:
CDL-A.
Take Home Assigned
Truck! Cell Phone,
PrePass.
Benefits
Home Weekly, Paid
Weekly!
W.T.X
Jackson, TN. Ron: 1 800-552-2314 x205
ELECTRICIAN needed. Minimum KY electrical Sponse and transportation required. Call
293-6449
1

Foster Parents
Needed. $35/day to
help a child in need
with excellent foster
parent support, 24
hour crisis intervention,
and weekly in home
support. Call NECCO
at 866-306-3226 or
270-898-1293.
KIDZTOWN Academy
is looking for a loving
and caring individual to
care for infants. Child
care experience preferred. Call 761-5439
or come by 810
YVhitnell to apply.
LOOKING for.
career - not lust a
job?

hospital or administrative office environment
preparing word documents using a computer,
operating a phone system to answer calls and
referring to appropriate person, computer filing documents. Additional education (college,
vocational school, etc.) in business education
or a medically related field may substitute for
the required experience on a year for year
basis.
Excellent fringe package. Increase in salary
during first year of employment. Applications
may be picked up at any of the Purchase
District Health Centers. Pre-employment
screening required. Resumes DO NOT substitute for applications. Completed applications
must be returned to the Purchase District
Health Department no later than end of business, February 26, 2007.
EQUAL OPPORTt NIEN EMPI ON ER

Fleetwood Homes, a leader in the
Manufacturing Housing Industry is seeking a
professional, goal-oriented, team minded individual to join our sales team. Position supports
local Account Sales Managers with quotes and
order entry, creates marketing reports, orders
point of sales materials, writes and updates
floor plan literature, creates inventory reports,
and generates reports to assist Sales team in
meeting goals and objectives. Qualified candidate must have High School Diploma, but prefer a Bachelor's or Associate Degree, a high
commitment for customer satisfaction and
accuracy, excellent verbal/written communication skills, computer literacy with knowledge
of a variety of software packages, and the ability to manage retailer and customer relations.
Position offers competitive compensation and
benefit package based on qualifications. To
apply, send resume and salary histog to
Fleetwood Homes of Ky.. Attn: landy
Kuhens, Sales Manager. P.O. Box 430,

Benton, Ky. 42025

Oral & Maxillofacial
Surgery Assistant Wanted
*Good communication skills required
*Warm, caring, responsible individual desired
*Must be a team player
*Dental office experience preferred
*Will work in the Murray, KY and Union City,
TN offices
Send resumes to the Office Manager:
300 South 8th Street * Suite 100

•
SpOrtabbi
Scoreboards offers
opportunities for individuals who share our
positive Commitments
anct goals
We are in search of a
full time, day shift
employee with metal
forming experience. To
qualify, you must also
be detail oriented and
quality conscious; be
able to use hand tools
and work with
schematics. Having
electronic skills is a
plus. Position requires
moving and positioning
objects weighing up to
75 pounds.
Salary is commensurate with experience.
Sportable
Scoreboards offers a
competitive, comprehensive benefit package. Apply at: 106 Max
Hurt Drive. Murray or
direct resume to:
recruiting
scoreboard 1.com
LPN needed for docoffice. Send
tor's
resume to P.O. Box
1040-E. Murray, KY
42071.
MAINTENANCE
Technician
National student housing property is now
seeking a F/T maintenance
technician.
Responsibilities
include but are not limited to repairs, general
upkeep and janitorial
services. Competitive
benefits
package
included. Pre-employment drug and background
screening
Equal
required.
Opportunity Employer.
resumes to
Send
Murray0placeproperbas.corn.
MANAGER needed.
Fast food restaurant in
Princeton. KY needs
experienced manager.
Must be willing to work
any shift. For immediate reply, call 270-4060885 or 270-576-1325
MEDICAL
Transcriptionist with
Lanier and Meditech
experience needed
immediately! Please
call 436-2799
RESIDENTIAL Paintet
needed. $10.00 hour,
Murray area. Call
(270)444-6472

Elattotem

Murray, KY 42071

AM,

SENIOR SUPPORT
SERVICES ASSOCIATE
The Purchase District Health Department is
seeking applicants to fill a full-time position as
a Senior Support Services Associate based at
the Mayfield District Office in Mayfield, KY.
Duties include, but are not limited to: data
entry, clerical, receptionist and medical
records. This position requires daily travel
throughout the seven counties of the Purchase
District. Starting salary is $8.30 per hour or
$622.50 bi-weekly.
Education/Experience: High school diploma or
GED. One year of moderately difficult administrative or clerical experience in a medical,
hospital or administrative office environment
preparing word documents using a computer,
operating a phone system to answer calls and
referring to appropriate person, computer filing documents. Additional education (college,
vocational school, etc.) in business education
or a medically related field may substitute for
the required experience on a year for year
basis.
Excellent fringe package. Increase in salary
during first year of employment. Applications
may be picked up at any of the Purchase
District Health Centers. Ike-employment
screening required. Resumes DO NOT substitute for applications. Completed applications
must be returned to the Purchase District
Health Department no later than end of business. February 26, 2007.
EQL OPPteRTFNITs EMP1 11 V ER

GlenDi Inc.
Murray, 10

Now Taking Applications for:
Full/Part time truck drivers
with Class A CDL
Good Pay
Paid Holidays!Paid Vacation
Health Ins./Retirement Plan
Home Time
Quarterly Safety Bonus
Also needing
Owner Operators
Phone 270-759-5540
Monday thru Friday
9:00 AM to 4:00 PM
MANAGEMENT POSITION
The Pads Country Club
loolchvg to hire a House Manner.
Thom Mlerested may call 731442-0591
for slob description.

lialp Mend
NURSE Practitioner
or Physician's
Assistant(must be
certified/licensed).
Position available with
Wound Care Clinic in
Paris, TN. Flexible
hours, pleasant office
environment.
Candidates please
mail a cover letter and
resume with relevant
work history to WCC.
1385-D Flowenng
Dogwood Lane,
Dyersburg, TN 38024.
E-mail: woundcaredinic@yahoo.com or tax
(731)287-7373
RANDY Thornton Co.,
Inc established in 1937
seeking Service
Technicians.
Minimum 3 years
experience in commercial & residential
HVAC. Tools required.
Excellent salary, benefits and retirement
package. Send
resume to 802
Chestnut
St. Murray, KY 42071.

WE'RE Growing!! Now
eking applications for
Food Service and
Resident Care
Assistants. Must enjoy
working with senior
adults and as a part of
a great team! Apply at
Glendale Place, 905
Glendale Road.

CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda H. 759-9553

FLOWER shop inven
tory
&
fixtures
Everything from silks to
walk-in cooler. Serious
inquiries call
270-293-9294

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556

SALES AND
MARKETING
DIRECTOR
Marketing degree preferred, must be knowledgeable in got!,
Microsoft Word.
Powerpoint, Excel and
Internet. Salary negotiable based on technical education and job
experience. Fax
resume to: (731)6441386 or call (731)7070539 for job interview

SALES
PEOPLE
WANTED
NO Overnight Travel

Salary - Bonuses
Insurance & More
Come Join The
Fastest Growing
Company Of Its
Kind In Western
Kentucky.
Fax resume to
Paducah Office.

1-270-41 5-4406

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators. electric ranges.
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
healers. Used carpeting. 753-4109

150
Arlkiss
Far fish
92 Cougar, V-8, tacit,
sun-roof, new transmission, A/C. tires,
loaded $2,575 OBO.
Washer 753-4109
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
CINGUtAR cell
phones
Direct TV & Dish
Network Satellite TV.
Local people. cornpetitve prices. Wood
Electronics Court
Square
Murray 753-0530
ENCLOSED trailer,
7214, ramp door
$3,750 753-1816
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite
system.
America's Top 60 channels
for
only
$19.99/mo. Get your
choice
of
HBO.
Cinemax, Starz, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE OVR or
HO upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions.
Plasma, LCD, DLP, &
CRTs. Brands byToshlba. Sony, LG.
Zenith. & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley TV 759-0901
JET 3 Ultra power
chair. Almost new! We
also have other mobility power chairs and
scooters in stock at
reasonable
prices.
$400
to
$2,000
(270)753-7113
U.S. Silver dollars and
silver certificates. Must
sell. 293-6999

Premier
walk-in bath
6 months old
$3,000 OBO
Paid $6,700
489-2145
WANTED: Responsible
party to take on small
monthly payments on
High Definition Big
Screen TV.
I-600-398-3970

WASTE oil wanted:
Will pick up.
Drum exchange
Miller D. Farms LLG
(270)436-2215
WOULD like to buy 1 or
2 acres of land with no
restrictions 10 miles
from city limits.
270-978-2762.
1-502-413-5636

Check us out
on the Web!

Midas
Mists

www.tnunrkdpuss

15 saddle SIX months
old, $375
270-227-9827

2BR on 1/2 acre
fenced in lot. 3-1/2
miles
from
town.
$11,500. 753-6012
'98 Chandelur 16x80
4BR 28A, all appliances, C/H/A, factory
fireplace and stereo
Very clean $18,500
Will rent lot to the right
person 227-3515
NEW models are here!
All 2006 models must
go!! Gala great deal on
your new home today"
731-584-9109
NEW Year's
Celebration!! 38R 28A
SW fireplace, pantry.
dishwasher & much
more with payments
under $350 w.a.c.!!
731-584-4926
YOUR tax refund gets
you in your new
home!!! New & preowned
models to
choose 1torni
731-584-9429

$110 per month Newer
homes only. 492-8488
320
Apidereb For Rant
1 & 2 bdr apts. No pets
Leave a message.
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1BR 1BA 1-1/2 blocks
from MSU. $195 plus
deposit.
No
pets.
References required.
759-0632 after 5.

1BR near MSU, other

locations available.
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
1BR, low utilities, $245
a month, no pets.
Reference required.
753-3949
1BR, w/d. div. pets
allowed, $335. 1619-A
Chris Dr. Call 753-4219
28R apartments available. Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets.
753-2905
28R duplex, nice,
CM/A. appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR near MSU. C/H/A,
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898

WARD ELKINS

48R 28A, all appliances, central H/A. Ask
about move-in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898

'se Square Murray

(270) 753-1713

COUCH & Loveseat,
blue $200.00
489-2175
Arden'
ANTIQUE bed for sale.
$650. 270-227-9827

UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEAR
University:
Extra large 2 bedroom apt, with very
large living room, all
appliances
incl.
washer & dryer. Lots
closet
of
space.
Centeral elec. heat
and air. $350. deposit.
$350. mo., $250. mo.
1st 3 mos. 270-2275006 or 270-753-4560
Barn to 5pm for
appointment.
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.
UNFURNISHED 1-BR.
close to campus, ideal
for one person, no
pets, available Jani.ar,,
3rd 753-5980

1BR apt. Partial utilities, $215 plus deposit.
753-2934

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

LIKE new, 1BR apt, all
appliances, Brooklyn
Dr. 270-435-4382 or
leave message.

NICE 1BR available
$230 month N 20th
St. 270-839-8465

2BR house0 lease
deposit required
270-753-4109
2BR lake front property
with deep water dock.
$750 month 759-9046,
436-5258
28R. stove refrigerator.
dishwasher.
washer/dryer hook-up.
C/HIA. $550 month. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit. No pets.
753-2259 or 527-8174
3BR foreclosure. Buy
for only $19,765. For
listings 800-560-1951
ext. S021
3EiR, IBA
Rent or Rent To Own
$600/Mo.
Appliances Included!
Close to campus
761-HOME
The Place to Start....
Murray Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. K

42(171

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

JUNK core & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633.
WANTED: Scrap cars.
Paying $140 per ton.
753-5500

VISA

FIREWOOD for sale
$50 a rick delivered.
436-2619

One and Two Bedrixmi Apartmeni.
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Application.

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..e$
1 p.m. 1o4 p.m.
121
1995 16x80 38R 2BA.
Must
moved
be
$16,000. 753-5998
2 brand new mobile
homes on lots, movein ready, Alm° area,
(1)60x28 ft. doublevilde,(1) 76x16 singlewide. Call
(270) 293-5914
28R with attached
carport, washer dryer,
stove, refrigerator and
sofa bed. $2,500 obo
Call 753-9441 or
210-8464

Prup.ircy8.rt

1.01

One and two bedroom apartments availahl
All appliances furnished. Water, sewer. tr.i
and cable TV included in rent Secunii

deposit required. One year lease NO PI 1 •

270-767-9111
www.murraykyapartments.com

• -.AI- .4',

CLASSIFIEDS

ebruary 15, 2007

elf • 1 hursday

.AVTIQUES

RI_ A 1.1141E

•Spencenan

PRO-EXCHANGE
GRAM REPRESENTATIVE- rewarding opportunity working with high
school exchange stuts
n
de
Responsibilities include
recruiting host families.
supervising students
with
working
and
Email
schools
resume or letter of
to
interest
AsseUSAeastsa asse C

PERSOAAL PROPERT)

VEHICLES

Om

*Reach over 1 million
readers with one call,
Contact the classified
this
of
department
newspaper or call KPS
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more information about
placing a 25-word classified in 70 newspapers
for only 5250

; Boit:mons:bath, air,
•
Jed, }Saul:ern , 1 bcdo
Ne
!(,(u
1511.4 II LINA, ,.•.,
(1,1, vprk.,

.11
,

.( •

Offered

Lea
ANNOUNCEMENTS

‘i the home of the late Leonard !S. Carlson. 1512 Kirkwood Dr..
'Storni!, K'.. lake 16th Street South to Kirkwood Dr. Signs Posted.

Murr

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

ABSOLUTE ESTATE AUCTION
SATURDAY,FEBRUARY 24, 2007
10:00 A.M. RAIN OR SHINE

Murray Ledger & Times

College,

Bynum
Qualified

•DnverTransport-

1575 Winchester Road.
KY
Lexington,
Receptionist needed
Must have good phone
etiquette and present a
professional
appearBe
ance at all times
able to use a six line
switchboard
Computer knowledge is
Receive and
a must
sign for packages and
Hours are
mail daily
m -F 4 00-900 PM and
Sat 730 AM-4:00 PM
Send resumes either by
fax to 859/977-5408 or
to
email
m hudson 0 spencer ian eclu EOE

Covers needed for OTR
positions Food grade
tanker, no hairnet or
pumps, great benefits,
competitive pay new
866-GOequipment
BYNUM Need 2 years
expenence

'since 1971"
*Carpets *Upholstery

-Emergency Water
Removal 'Quick
Drying
Free Estimates

753-5827

ROOF
LEAKING?

•Onver Don't lust start
your career, start it
Company
right!
Sponsored CDL training
in 3 weeks. Must be 21.
Have CDL? Tuition
reimbursement' CRST.
866-917-2778.
*Dover Flatbed Starting
46CPM
to
up
Guaranteed Hometime
Three weeks vacation
Company or Lease puravailable.
chase
BC/BS, 6 months experience required 800441-4271 ext KY-100

THE Murray Ledger &

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning

Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray

Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

Call a
professional

435-4645

FREE to good home 6
month old German
Shepherd Good with
kids and other animals
Call 436-5658

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger
& Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

by Jacqueline Bluer

Horoscope

life. You might not be comfortable with some of the changes
that are occurring. If you're
mildly depressed, don't be surpnsed. It's time to express your
feelings in a manner that others
can hear Tonight: Easy does it.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*a*** Reach out for someone close. Romantic flames
start kindling out of the blue.
You might not be ready for this
type of intensity, but you will like
it anyway. What goes on could
go down in your personal history book. Tonight: Let it all hang
out.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Express yourself in a
manner in which others can and
will hear. Stay within your
immediate circle or family. If you
have to make a public appearance, you might not be comfortThe Stars Show the Kind of able right now. Take a day off
appearances.
must
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic. from
calls and
4-Positive, 3-Average, 2-So-so, Tonight: Screen your
put your feet up.
I -Difficult
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Friday, Feb. 16, 2007:
You manifest that touch of special magic this y•ear. You come
up with sensational ideas. With a
lot of charisma and high energy
BUILDINGS
Degree, *Driver- Now that Indy behind you, others might find it
Associate
CMA certification, and has gone all the way
difficult to say "no" to you. Gise
*All Steel. Rigid frame
two years experience Let Knight take you to people permission and the space
Or pole building Winter
Advanced the TOPIII Call Joyce or
required
to head in their own direction. If
available
discounts
degree and teaching Travis to get you movand
quote
now Free
your sweetie could
attached,
experience preferred. ing
888-346-4639.
estimates'
erection
jealous of your
touch
a
become
Send resume and cover Only 4 mos OTR expeBuilding
Sentinel
letter to mvanceesulli- rience required Owner success. Remember to give this
800 327
Systems,
person credit. You have a knack
van edu or HR, 2355 Ops 800-437-5907
0790 ext 26. www sen
Road,
Harrodsburg
for making new friends and
tinelbuildings corn
Owner
Driver
Lexington KY 40504
opening doors. Remember your
ONLY
Operators
Feb
•Building Sate
EOE
priorities in this very exciting
Regional freight from
or
delivery
March
time. It you are single, you will
INSTRUCTIONAL
$1 20pm
Louisville
tilt
holds
deposit
You
easily.
people
meet
25x40x 12 -Attend College Online average' Home often &
Spring
Plates avail- encounter someone very special.
40x60x 16 from home 'Medical. weekends
$4800
disAnother AQUARIUS loves to
f runt end 'Business. 'Paralegal. able NOT forced
$12800
Rear end 'Computers. 'Criminal patch Call Max at T&T, brainstomi with you.
optiohal
University
*Sullivan
seeks
(Lexington)
adiunct and full-time
faculty for the Medical
Associate
Assisting
program
Degree

ir ,cluded Many Others'
1 800-668
Pioneer
sew pioneer
54 2;

„ COI.. PAUL 1VII.KERSON & SONS

BUSINESS
SERVICES

kcal Estate & Auction

4

1[74

Istletett Is. 124.1

1-800-511-0082

Justice Job placement
assistance Computer
provided Financial aid
it qualified Call 8668 5 8 - 2 1 2 1
www OnlineTidewaterT
ech corn

*Drivers Class-A CDL
Drivers, Louisville, KY
Area, Shuttle and Yard
Positions. 2 yr recent
exp required 866-2706
6
2
www at:Anvers com

•Atrent
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Pets & Supplies

Houses For Rent

I

Registered
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b

vt female
,•.'1) 4:16 2537
PURE bred blonde Lab
IIs fleautituf This

i10158714:V21

Dis;,,ay
homes wanted for vinyl
siding windows, roots,
Guaranteed
baths
iii ani ing' No payments
Summer 2007
LII Iii
Starting at $99 month
1 800-251-08,43

*dirt...rum I...to ...ill

owl

460
Homes For See
ounir,
2B4
-1EIR
7 69 acres
hoUrt!
Dr
Douglas
'870
R.,iad 52108 f or more
into & pictures email I,
trukaogdwk net
38R 28A. attached 2
new
garage
car
throughout
updates
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use
large

ric ow,

lady Bogs and
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EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
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IM M EDI ATE
DEBT RELIEF
w ill Kw your
or take 0%

riO

•

vont payments
-Call 761-4558,
ask for Kristin.

PREMIE R
MINIS TORAGE
'1n.10'1
rfP law

young
cows some 1st and
2nd call heifers start
calving from now to
spring $775 each 502523-3603

-Black 8 CharX

REAL ESTATE

be
Don t
.Drivers
duped by Free" CDL
training ads Nothing is
Truck
Call
freel
America Training tor
NO
your CDL needs
company driving contracts Call' 1-866-2443644

*Lake Access Bargain
I+ Acres. $34,900 with
Slips'
Boat
FREE
RARE opportunity to
own land on spectacular 160,000 acre recreational lake' Mature
oak & hickory. park- like
lake
with
setting
intormation 1•000-578. access
Paved rd,
1 363 ext 300N
underground utilities,
financing
Excellent
FOR SALE
Prime waterfronts avail•AJ0111 Tanning Beds
able Call now 1-800flo, tired & save' F uli
704.3154 x917
bid'y unit', Iron- $22 a
TRUCK DRIVERS
4.1fr FREE color cat
HELP WANTED
alog Call today 1 800

Iron' •only
Convert your
$2,990
logs tu vaivable lumber
with yr.ur own Norwood
portable band sawmill
Log skidders also available www norwoodinFree
dustries.corn

.0awmils

4

rj

1

,•

Aver. rip etstar

Truck

von,

HEALTH SERVICES
•Dinner s the appetizer

You re the entree Go to
iiDiets corn

HELP WANTED
•L x

e

i13r1sed

L 31,15011e
Semi-Trailer
Aro
Repair Must have own
arri tools 40 Firs
week Stan 58-510 hi
'02617 7627
•Part lime

*New Regional & OTR
positions now available
in your area' New
equipment, premium
pay package. great
benefits Call 877-8826537 or visit us at
www oakleytransport c
orn

No Problemill
Job
TrainingCDL
Placement $740-5940
wk No money down
Lodging meals. transportation Hiring in your
area today' 1-877-554-

Job"

Driving

home -

Plerner busi
ness
$500Earn
$1 00(j Montt) of more
Flexible hours Training
provided No investment required FREE
Details www K348
based

for England, Swift &
Dedicated
Werner
Runs available Starting
Salary $50,000. Home
Weekends' 1-866-4583633
<foyer- 55K Sign-on
bonus for experienced
learns temp control,
dedicated (guaranteed

ItAt

weekly) Solos. Teams
Grads. LP
CDL-A
Covenant
0-Os
(866)68-4-2519 EOE
36
ASAP
*Driver
43cpm $1 20pm + sign
on bonus $0 lease
NEW trucks CDL A. 3
mos OTR 800-635E1669
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' leta.rs
'Ave hovers 'or hunt
' land
ill Larry Newton
imptliell Realty
, •cog'8 11 '2

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'Ali Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

2005 Polaris
Sportsman 500 Very
low miles. excellent
condition 293-336
2005 Yamaha Bruin
250 Less than 2 tanks
,,f fuel burned
53 4944

Cheap Cars
-96 lumina $2 900
.179 Lumina 53.900
-97 Grand-Am iSOLD)
•88 Chevy pickup
automatic. $2.300
Jenkins Auto Sales
2701227-5997
2006 Toyota Camry
Solara 3 000 miles
Call 12701205-5752
93 Mustang GT 5 0
H 0 5-speed custom
paint. Euro tail lights

3m cowl hood, built
engine, rebuilt rear
end. 4 10 gears
$3.200 or trade Ice 8793 Mustang Notchback
(2701205-5766

270 759-3073

•
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FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

Nowt Iteticri L4rlitioms
Pcnt9 Decks 514,19,
Num %shine& hots

A 1 Stump Removal
lolly insured
437-3044

ALL CARPENTRY

ULM
LAWN SLAVIC I
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Satt.tat Toon guaranteed

Call 753-1816
or 227-0611

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY S75.00
A MONTH
C A I.L 753-1916

\I IMP \III I
I km.' Kt. mitSagging

Remodeling. additions.
Porches, decks, sun
vinyl siding,
'ooms
-"obile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
it water damage Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
)r (2701753-0353

APPLIANCE REPAIR
PARTS
SERVICE
(270) 293-8726
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

OR

BACKNOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system gravel,
white rock
436-2113

Dozer work & Track
hoe

to

leaking roofs
We do it aLl
Call tin.' Collins

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal etc Insured

4W0 Runs good
227-0335 after 4PM

iunk & tree work

1986

7.3-3653

1

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters

duc Jimmy

you don't have time
for
Painting. siding, roofs.
decks
293-5438

with energy and vivaciousness.
Others love talking, swapping
thoughts and brainstorming
with you. The ideas cooked up
in a creative discussion could
be unique. Don't let a loved one
get to you. Tonight: Find your
friends.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** A partner supports
you in playing a more prominent
and stronger role Share more
of your wild ideas with less fear
of being Judged. Success will
likely be the outcome if you
have thought out your path well.
Tonight: In the limelight.
GEMINI(May 21-Jane 20)
***** You have the ability to
see beyond what many see as
an end result. You also understand undercurrents and longterm happenings. Plans might
change, but for theA-.)etter. Go
with spontaneity and fun.
Tonight: Out and about.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Work with one person
at a time Your perspective
could be changing rapidly
because of a special person's
feedback. He or she helps you
get past your natural barriers.
another's
Fulfill
Tonight:
request.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You could be raining on
your own parade. Your attitude
could be a bit more dismal than
you think. If you smile, others
will naturally respond with a
smile. If you are difficult, you
could expect the same Tonight:
Let someone infuse more lightness into your life
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You discover lust how
much is going on in your daily

G&T Homebuilders
1965 Chevy
flatbed S600
293-4944

BEBBER Flooring
Carpet. vinyl, laminate
hardwood and file
293-9340

1988 Chevy pickup 12
ton short wheel base
4 3L V6 One owner
very good condition
with topper Can

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** You might be filled

Services Oftered

Used Tricks

490
Useif Cars

3800

miles). Regional (home

are heret,y

rigs advertised in

No

Expenence-

•No

School Training Drivers

Stir harm;

•

LIVESTOCK/LIVESTOCK FOR SALE

IA=1=
Corarnoc and !Hone
Ida In•tallatson
Hardwood &amonate
flooring Instaliod
adwoorn Prarooda4rng
QualitywOrlt hair prices
437 3 1 32

GRAY'S Painting
estimates
Free
rates
Reasonable
discounts
Seniors
References
(270)227-3161

21)
***** Your efforts pay off in

spades. You find that someoge
really gets your ideas. Yu
could be overwhelmed and tired
from dealing with someone at a
distance or an in-law, so don't!
You sense what is about to happen. Tonight: Chat up a storm.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19)
*** If you let your sixth sense
guide you, you will discover that
you make some unusually
strong financial decisions. A
partner might be a lot harder
and tougher than he or she really feels. This person is trying to
make a point. Tonight: Treat
yourself to a new item -- a plant
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AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Others see you as
inspired or unusually creative.
You can help others over a
bump or problem. Don't hesitate
to make that extra effort. You do
make a difference, even if a
sour-faced loved one doesn't let
you know it. Tonight: Wish upon
a star.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Take your time with a personal matter that might not be
sitting well with you. You know
when something is off. Right
now, you are overtired and
might not be able to handle any
more on your plate. Tonight: Do
a disappearing act.
BORN TODAY
Tennis player John McEnroe
(1959). rapper, actor Ice-T
Margaux
model
(1959),
Hemingway (1955)
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Jacqueline Blgar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigar.com.

Openings For New Clients

MIC8A

Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
Limited Openings • Coil Now!

753-6069

MOAN

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071
All returns filed electronically.

11.A1 1'S WAS!I
:14ANAGFMF\ I
•

& ypecial

..

• iosally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

JOE'S JOBS
v.iek

iv'itxlls
1;44 • 2.2"-:1;644
'I

l41111 1'1 I %1111\I,
‘iinstriktion
k
HI.%
& Insuted
IN )1% csp
4270149'-822P4

METAL in* led on
houses and barns
N
Contact Damn
phone 270-752-0414

•

Key Kar Rental
Call Den cldayf
270-753-9955
Located at 4th & Sycamore, Murray, KY
Faughn Used Cars

4
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LookingBack
10 years age
Calloway County Middle
School Academic Team placed
firs tint he district competition
of Governors Cup District Academic contest held at Murray Middle School.
An all-night singing will be
held at Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church starting at6 p.m.
tonight. This will be a benefit
singing for funds for the Easter
outdoor drama presented by area
churches at Brooks Chapel.
Births reported include a boy
to Kimberly and Joe Paschall,
Feb. 8; a boy to Denisha and
Hale On and a girl to Amanda
and Joel Keith Dial, Feb. 11.
• 20 years ago
Vena Crum, senior at Calloway
County High School, and Bill
Maddox, senior at Murray High
School, have been named as
'finalists in the National Merit
'Scholarship Program.
Celebrating 50th wedding
anniversaries today, Feb. 15, are
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Garrison
and Mr. and Mrs. James H. Gream.
Births reported include a girl
Jo Pamela and Dwight Patton,
Feb. 12.
In high school basketball
games, Calloway Lady Lakers
. won 105-74 to Lone Oak Purple
Flash and Murray Lady Tigers
lost 88-39 to Marshall County
Lady Marshals. High team scor.crs were Christie Darnell for Lak.ers, Amy Long for Tigers and
Stephanie Grossman for Marshals.
30 years ago
A grant of $24,611 for renovation of the old city park portion of the Murray-Calloway County Park Systems, has been granted, according Senators Walter D.
Huddleston and Wendell Ford.
• R.L. Cooper, administrator of
Calloway County Health Depart-

most, miaowed that a number
of ems of measles have been
repotted is the county dunng the
past 10 days to two weeks.
Mr. ad Mts. Reggie Jones will
be married 50 years March 19.
Murray State University Racers won 77-72 over East TenState
University.
nessee
Blasuagame was high scorer for
Murray.
40 years ago
About 100 acres of land were
burned yesterday in a field fire
in the Clarks River Bottoms,
northeast of National Lumber &
Supply on Industrial Road.
Nancy Baker, senior at Murray High School, has advanced
to finalist standing in the 196667 Ment Scholarship Program,
according to Eli Alexander, principal at MHS. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dale 0.
Baker.
Members of Boy Scout 'hoop
45 were special guests at a meeting of Murray !Kir/anis Club as
a part of the observance of National Boy Scout Week.
50 years ago
A season average of $32.69
per hundred weight for the sale
of dark fired tobacco on the Murray Market, according to a release
from the Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. John Warner, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Darnall and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. William
Hancock.
In high school basketball games
Murray Training School Colts won
58-42 over Salem and Murray
Tigers won 50-49 over Almo Warriors. High team scorers were
Billy Rogers for Colts, Jerry
Buchanan for Tigers and Bobby
Pritchett for Warriors.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Woman in office needs help in
handling unwanted attention
DEAR ABBY: Regarding the
letter from "Plain Jane in Texas"
(Jan. 5), who complained about
male co-workers being "too
friendly' on her new job
she didn't say she was being
subjected to sexual advances
She merely said that many of
the men she
works with
are always
stopping by
'to say 'Hi'"
that
and
she's treated
like
celebrity.
She also said
has
Dear Abby she
"never been
the center of
By Abigail
attention.'
Van Buren
That, in
my opinion, is the center of
the problem. I think she is very
insecure -- after all, she signed
herself "Plain lane" -- and she
doesn't know how to handle
her new popularity. On most
jobs, you have to contend with
office cliques,jealousy and generally not being accepted completely for a while. I think "Jane"
is very fortunate to have lucked
into a work environment with
open arms. -- LUCIA IN
CHICAGO
DEAR LUCIA: I find it
fascinating the way my readers view the letters I print
through the "filter" of their own
experiences. Many people commented on "Plain Jane's"
predicament -- and all of them
offered interesting perspectives
on interpersonal relations in the

Todaylnilistory
In 1764, the city of St. Louis
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Feb. IS. was established by Pierre Laclede
the 46th day of 2007. There are and Auguste Chouteau.
In 1820, American suffragist
319 days left in the year.
Susan B. Anthony was born in
• Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 15, 1898, the U.S. Adams, Mass.
In 1879,President Hayes signed
battleship Maine mysteriously blew
•up in Havana Harbor, killing more a bill allowing female attorneys
• than 260 crew members and bring- to argue cases before the Supreme
ing the United States closer to Court.
President-elect
1933,
In
war with Spain.
Franklin D. Roosevelt escaped an
On this date:
• In 1564, Italian astronomer assassination attempt in Miami
Galileo Galilei was born in Pisa. that mortally wounded Chicago
•
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Mayor Anton J. Cennak; gunman
Giuseppe Zangara was executed
more than four weeks later, on
March 20.
In 1942, the British colony
Singapore surrendered to the Japanese during World War H.
In 1961, 73 people, including
an 18-member U.S. figure skating team en route to Czechoslovakia, were killed in the crash of
a Sabena Airlines Boeing 707 in
Belgium.
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workplace. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I went to
work in a building with 13
men. All day, every day, men
would come by my desk to
talk, invite me out for lunch,
dinner, trips to hockey games,
weekends, etc These men would
bring me gifts, offer to fix my
car, etc. Thankfully, I was never
interested in any ot them
Six months after I left that
Job, I found out that seven of
them had put $50 each into a
pool to see who could take me
out first. One guy bet his $50
that 1 wouldn't go with anyone, and he won the bet! Once
I heard about the bet, all the
attention made sense. Beware
of men bearing gifts! -- JUDI
IN ILLINOIS
DEAR ABBY: Before complaining to the management
about sexual harassment as you
suggested, "Plain Jane" might
take a careful look at herself.
Is she dressing inappropriately
for the workplace (low neckline, exposed midriff, short
skirts)? Does she smile too
much? Is there candy on her
desk, encouraging co-workers
to. stop and chat? "Jane" might
ask a trusted older working
woman friend or relative to
look over her wardrobe or share
other hints.
In my 20s, I had a very
negative self-image. I was
unaware of the effect I made
in 1960s mini-skirts. Looking
back at old photos, I realize
my husband was right -- I was
a dish! -- FORMER PLAIN
JANE IN INDIANA
DEAR ABBY: As a former
worker in human resources, I
know "Plain Jane's" situation
can be volatile for everyone.
However, before making any
formal reports, Plain Jane must
make her dislike of the attention known to her "suitors";
otherwise they may conclude
that she is enjoying it.
She can do this in a polite
and factual way, simply by saying, "Please don't come and
talk to me while I'm working.
It inhibits my ability to get
my work done. Thank you."
Then, if the -attention continues, she should definitely talk
to management or human
resources staff. -- SHARON IN
EAU CLAIRE, WIS.
DEAR ABBY: I worked the
graveyard shift at a large law
enforcement facility where I was
one of only two women among
400 men. I found a way to
discourage unwanted attention
without complaining. I simply
told the first one that tried to
get too friendly that I didn't
date men I worked with. Reason: No one wants complications in the workplace.
Working with those men was
one of the best times of my
career. I sincerely hope Plain
Janes everywhere in that position will try this tactic. It
worked for me. -- BEEN
THERE IN NEVADA
•••
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Grandma concerned with
girl's candle-wax habit
DEAR DR., GOTT: Is it
harmful for a person to consume candle wax? My 10year-old granddaughter has
flarneless candles (no wick) in
her bedroom that melt into liquid when placed on a candle
wanner. I
have seen
her eat both
the melted
and munched wax.
Could
this be a
sign of a
serious
Dr. Gott problem that
needs inunediate attenBy
Dr Peter Gott tion, or is it
just a weird
habit that can be ignored?
Thanks for your help.
DEAR READER:Although
pica (the eating, licking or
chewing of nonfood items with
no nutrients, such as ice, clay,
dirt or paper) is common and
needs to be addressed, I have
never heard of anyone eating
candle wax.
I recommend that you share
your concerns with your granddaughter's pediatrician. My gut
reaction is that the candle wax
(and other sources of wax)
should be removed from her
room, and her habit should be
prohibited. But see what the
pediatrician advises.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Eating Disorders." Other readers who would like a copy
should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter, PO Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
a friend who says she has congestive heart failure. She lives
in a small town and says there
is nothing they can do for her.
She has been given breathing
treatments in the doctor's office.
Her legs are swollen, as are
her ankles. I often wonder if
a heart doctor could help her.
She is a little overweight. Her
doctor has her on furosemide
tablets, and when fluid builds
up, he increases her pills.
DEAR READER: Congestive heart failure is a common
consequence of cardiac disease, marked by excessive
shortness of breath during exercise, breathlessness when lying
down, swelling of the ankles
and legs, fatigue and other
symptoms. There is much that
can be done to treat this affliction, including heart stimulants
(digoxin and others) and diuretics (to encourage the kidneys
to expel the excessive fluid
buildup I.
In most cases, "breathing"
treatments are neither useful nor
indicated.
Given the fact that your
friend is continuing to have
symptoms. I suggest that attention be refocused away from
her CHF and onto the reasons
for her heart failure. I agree
100 percent with your suggestion that she see a cardiologist. In fact, against my better judgment. I am guaranteeing that a good cardiologist
will help her.
Please don't prove me
wrong!
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Coronary Artery Disease."

ContractBridge
pair et ent. West, attempting to take
West dealer.
advantage of the vulnerability,
North-South t.ulnerablc.
opened the bidding with one spade!
NORTH
Last innocently responded with two
41 10 7 5 2
clubs, and South modestly bid two
'PK i 911
diamonds.
•Q .1 6
North scratched up a raise to
.4
three diamonds, over which East bid
EAST
WEST
three spades. This bid by East, to• 4
fifQ 1 9 6 3
gether with North's raise, caused
V Q 10 5
V 76 2
South to he highly suspect — to put
•K 5 3
•7 4
•9115
of the legitimacy of
it delicately
•K .1 10 7
West's opening hid. Certain that the
SOUTH
bulk of any missing high-card
•A
strength would lie in I ast's hand
•A 4
where South wanted it to be South
•A 10 9 8 2
raised the ante to six diamonds.
•A Q 6 32
This contract proved unbeatable
The bidding:
when declarer was able to make 12
South
North East
West
tricks on a crossrull The only trick
2•
2+
Pass
1+
6•
he lost was a trump.
3•
3•
Pass
There is considerable doubt that
Opening lead — nine of clubs.
The boomerang is a weapon used the slam would have been reached
from time immemorial by the ab- without West's shenanigans. As the
ongines of Australia. It is a curved bidding developed. South got a far
club that, when skillfully thrown, better picture of the hand than he
travels in a wide arc some 50 feet or would otherwise hate obtained. This
so in diameter before it returns to the was fully borne out when it turned
out that the slant had not been hid at
thrower.
The boomerang at the bridge table any other table.
"Psychics" have been known to
describes a much smaller circle,
rarely exceeding four feet in diam- he successful at times — although
eter, but its sender sometimes finds they are generally eschewed by the
that a bid he has made comes back to top players — hut they hate one
great defect. They do occasionally
haunt him, llerc is such a case.
The deal occurred in a duplicate boomerang.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
e245i?P,r,F 1.1.,,Syntlicatel,
I.
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1 Sharp turn
4 Medieval
weapon
8 Historian's word
11 Type of eagle
13 Skunk's
defense
14 Season-ticket
holder
15 Less distant
17 Planets
19 Forded a stream
21 — Paulo. Brazil
22 Football stands
24 Place to park
26 Linlel companion
29 Diving duck
31 *Simpsons' bartender
33 Upstion preceder
34 Movie rating
35 Dowser's tool
37 Pasture sound
39 Opry at.
40 Geezers.
replies
42 Finished first

Be A *

44 Eminent
46 Depot into
48 Wimple sporter
50 Gossip, slangily
51 Massie a debtor
53 Deed
55 Succeeded
(2 wds.)
58 — suzette
61 More than most
62 Big party
64 Rocket housing
65Gotorttiegold
66 Agree with
67 Not even one
DOWN
Path to salon
Vexation
Chewed at
Gourmet
mushroom
5 — hoc
6 Intimidate
7 Aphrodite's kid
8 Le a raft
9 Traipse
10 Add- — (extras)
1
2
3
4
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MO.

BMW EIVE YELP
2-150 2007 united Feature Syndicate Inc
12 Desk drawer
item
16 MS reader
18 British rule
in India
20 Mr. Delutse
10

MINIM
MEM
MEM MIN MEM
MOMMEM MEMO=
MEM MEM
MAIM Mild EMMA
MEM MEM MUM
ME MEd Mild AM
MEM MEd MINIM
MOM AIM MIME
Mild MUM=
MAMA AMMEdd
MUM ABM MIME
MOM
MINI MEM

22 Cheyenne
abode
23 Prime-time
hour
25 Gobbler.
maybe
27 Livy's parent
28 Cake-pan type
30 Tough —
to hoe
32 Geological
period
36 Put on
38 Heaps
41 Tack room
item
43 Almond
45 Man's accessory
47 Take legal
action
49 Recess
52 Robin beaks
54 Locomotive,
briefly
55 Dallas cager
56 Spinks beater
57 Mai —
59 Yale grad
eo Nearest star
63 Nalx neritcr
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GREG
FiAV iStedger
8 Timer,
SIZING THINGS
UP:
Jeremy
Haysley, a junior
Architectural
Engineering
Technology
major
from
Louisville, participates in an outdoor field exercise at Murray
State University.
Students
in
Professor Andy
Plane
Kellie's
Surveying class
at MSU were
mapping an area
on the campus
just
north
of
Regents
College.

Forest fire risks
abound despite wet,
cold conditions
1.1..XINGION, IS> - With all the presipitation and belowtreenrig temperatures Mother Nature has dumped on Kentucky
in resent weeks, forest tires are probably the last thing most
people are concerned about. But they should be concerned.
With the beginning of spring forest fire season Feb. 15, the
tisk 01 forest fires is greatly increased, no matter how wet or
c old it I
"D4In't let Mother Nature deceive you,- said Doug McLaren,
Extension toiestry specialist with the University of Kentucky
College ot .Agriculture "This is one of the most vulnerable
(titles tor our torests "
l'he reason Isit the increased tire potential is simple. McLaren
fiesause sit the lack of foliage on deciduous trees during
this time, solar radiation can quickly dry out the leaves and
v.ip 1 ,n the ground Add to that the high winds associated
with low humidity levels, and the debris on the forest floor
tast - httrilitig

kid

In addition. woodland owners otten underestimate the fire
potential during this time and may think it's safe to use lire
to prepare fin planting and other farm management tasks.
-Solar radiation arid winds will dry out the upper surlace
,a the ground and sause small fires to besome manir contiti, he warned
Die ',piing totes) hie season is one ol two such periods set
,sstslc
Ii seal in KLIMA.k) the other is (kr I through Dec.
During forest fire season. all outdoor burning is banned
\tithin I I feel ot ant woodland or brush land. except between
1, piii and it a iii atid when the ground is covered in snow.
1.
tires iii heinth ky burn thousands of acres ot
i,iis ar,• forest land. mostly in eastern Kentucky where a major4 111k11.111l11 are
located. Forest tire damage
the state
aloe ot timIn a fCt111,11“11 k ,1 the N. alue or potential
'stt
of timber that hate had at least one fire in
,iii ilat has,: a s.ike kiss Ot SO percent of the potential
• tie \El

Consumer alert
issued regarding
Internet GED
information
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who choose to study through
a website are still
required to
pa.
..• the ()llishit Practise Fest,
a pre-(iEl) test required by
Kenttisky regulation and adminI•1Cled !WC sit charge at adult
cdtkati4,1)
Si:niers in
t:‘,1..*1.•
I'.ettliiclss souritt
It is extremely unfortunate
that these v.ebsites are prey
ing upon hentuskt situens who
are trying to improte their lit es
thrinigh insreased eclusation,stated him I atiell ('suneil
president
Keittue k
dult lidos ation
otters instrus tion online and
it Itk al adult echisation seri
er\ free of sharge More iiitor
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The
LARGEST
Selection Within A
100 Mile Radius

4 Piece

Entertainment
Center
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Group

Big Store Price $1092
Your Choice of
3 Styles & 3 Colors
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Lifetime Warranty on Frames & Cushions.
Loveseat & Chair Also Available.

`4177
4--

cfeze,7

Pedestal
Dining Table
Chairs $299

.
.4.hool

program of study The (E1)
test lee in Kentucky is $44) The
CiED testing Sen,tie of the
Amensan Council on Educa
min makes these tests atml
able and has strict
policies
about the administration of the
tests Lash year, more than
St tii.001)
(4-,1), are issued
nationwide in 2(M)5). Ken tusk). Adult Education awarded 9,007 official (;Eps
Consumers who hate son cents about GEI) websites can
sontast the Ottice of the Attor
ncy General Consumer Proteclion Hotline at
.1-8148-4 12
q'S7
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Teen prescription drug abuse
holding steady, says report
ik
\
Innis
heeti helping hiriisell to Moth
ark helper
lit s the cons hision sit a report released Wednesday bt
NA hitt' House drug k /at' John Walters that found while I'S
teenagers use ot nLirittiana is declining, their abuse of pre'whorl drugs is holding steady or in some cases increasing
,
I he drug dealer is its said Walters. the national drug polIs N ditek tor
‘k A lters said that many teenagers are obtaining drugs over
the Internet, getting them free trotn friends or taking them
stilliCiine's medicine cabinet
lortisng
to an analy4is of national state)s prepared by
Walters
his, c, 2 I million teenagers abused prescnption drugs
ti 21Ins the most recent year for which figures are atailable
Vs bile their use of marijuana declined from 30 I percent to
'S S percent from 2002 to 2005, use of thyContin. a painkiller,
insreased from 2 7 percent to 1 5 percent over the same pen sit I. se of Vikodin. another painkiller. increased slightly from
h pen ent to h 3 pervent
Teens Arc also abusing stimulants like .1dderall and anti drugs like Xanax because they are readily asailable
Anklet%
ind perceited as safer than street drugs. Walters said
Walters sjtd Adults should keep track of presenption drugs
and throw them out when they expire "People !Litt aren't aware
that the% need to he careful.- he said
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